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CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT SYLLABUS

PREFACE

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance in the
world's affairs of the science and art of accounting. At the first
moment in man's history when trade passed a step beyond the
mere barter of one commodity for another, the necessity of keeping some sort of accounts arose. Explorations in the Euphrates
valley have disclosed many commercial documents of the Babylonians, at least four thousand years old. The Phenicians are believed to have had their accountants no less than their clever
manufacturers, their expert dyers, their enterprising merchants
and their daring navigators; and bills of exchange were in use
between Rome and Athens in the days of Cicero. In the palmy
days of the Italian republics, accounting first grew to the dignity
of a science. Amalfi, Pisa, Venice and Genoa each in turn had
control of the Mediterranean and consequently of the world's commerce; and in the countinghouses of those cities were men of
busy hands and fertile minds, who not only kept with accuracy the
records of the business transacted, but—some of them—.studied
diligently to make simpler and more exact the system by which
these records were kept. Several textbooks on commercial subjects were published in Florence during the 14th century, and
it is probably to this fair city that we owe the invention of the
system of double entry bookkeeping, though the first treatise on
the subject of which we have knowledge was published late in
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the 15th century, in Venice. We may be sure that there would
have been no banking houses of world-wide fame in Florence,
and no historic Rialto in Venice, if there had not been also trained
accountants to keep correctly the records of the vast business
transacted; and, coming down to our own times, we know in part
to how great an extent the successful management and prosperity
—even the very existence—of the great business enterprises of
the world depend on the careful and painstaking labor, the trained
skill and the unswerving integrity of the accountant. When for
any reason the precise condition of a business is to be ascertained;
when a manufacturing plant with its goodwill is to change ownership; when the value of the stock of a great railway or other corporation is to be determined; when the standing of a vast financial institution is to be passed on, it is the report of the skilled
accountant that is relied on to show the condition of affairs.
Even the stability of a government may depend on the accuracy
and honesty of those intrusted with its accounts.
New York was the first state in the Union to recognize publicly
the importance of the accountant's work, and to raise it to the
dignity of a profession. The expert public accountant who proves
his fitness for such distinction, may be designated, by authority
of the state, a certified public accountant, and may append to
his name the letters C. P. A., which title and letters, no person
not so approved will be permitted to use. The act creating this
honorable title not only honors the profession, but protects the
public by requiring that the holder of the title shall be a person
of approved moral character, as well as of good general education
and thorough technical training.
The position of the bookkeeper in charge of the accounts of a
large and intricate business is one of much importance and responsibility. He should be skilled in the science and up-to-date
methods of accounting, acquainted to a considerable extent with
the details of the business conducted, alert,careful and painstaking
in his work, and above all else, of unswerving honesty. The
public accountant, however, has a responsibility of a higher order
and should be possessed of unlimited skill and resource. He is,
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as it were, a court of last resort in matters of accounting. It is
on him that his client relies for correct information as to the
character of the bookkeeper's work, and it is also to him that the
bookkeeper and his staff look for a. confirmation of their work.
The public accountant is expected to discover and correct technical errors, to point out errors of principle and to unearth fraud
if it exist; for it can not be denied that the work of the auditor
too often affords a sad commentary on the fallibility of humanity
when placed in positions of responsibility and trust. Many a
man who in other circumstances might have maintained an untarnished reputation has succumbed to temptation simply because
it came so invitingly in his way. In this view the exact and
conscientious public accountant becomes a moral force in the business world by making dishonest practices more difficult and more
certain of detection.
In much of the work that the public accountant performs he
serves the public no less than his immediate employer. In the
audit of an insurance company, a bank, a building association and
other quasi-public institutions the work is of this character; and
in the case of strictly private corporations, while he is employed
by the directors, his work is really for the information of stockholders and creditors. Without assuming here to discuss the
duties or the legal responsibilities of an accountant, it seems not
too much to say that, while he can not be regarded as in any
sense an insurer, he will be bound morally at least by his unqualified statements; and that his certificate, without regard to who
is his employer, should be free from ambiguity and state only
that which he knows to be true.
By the act creating the title of certified public accountant,
passed in 1896, the regents of the University were made the administrators of the law, with power to make rules for the examination of candidates and to appoint a board of three expert examiners to determine on the qualifications of such candidates.
The necessary rules were promptly promulgated by the regents,
and Charles E. Sprague, Frank Broaker and Charles W. Haskins
were appointed as the first board of examiners. Comprehensive
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papers covering the general subjects of theory of accounts, practical accounting, auditing, and commercial law were prepared by
this board and submitted to the University; and the first examinations under the law were held Dec. 15-16, 1896. Examinations
are now given in January and June of each year.
The question papers set for the several examinations held have
been printed for distribution to those interested from year to
year, and thus far have afforded the only guide to candidates as
to the scope of the examinations. It has been tacitly understood
of course t h a t candidates for the C. P. A. certificate should be
prepared to answer intelligently any question or solve any problem relating to theory and practice of accounts, to auditing in its
application to any kind of business known in America, and to
commercial law in its application to those points or conditions
of which a public accountant should have ready knowledge; but
the need has been felt of some systematic statement of the scope
of the examinations, accompanied by an outline of the sub-topics
of which the candidate is required to have general or specific
knowledge. To meet this need, and to give all other necessary
information regarding the requirements for the C. P. A. certificate, and. the rules governing the examinations, this syllabus has
been prepared. It will be subject to change in future editions,
and may be modified from time to time on proper notice.
Certified public accountant law
AN ACT TO REGULATE THE PROFESSION OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Laws of New York 1896, ch. 312

§ 1 Any citizen of the United States, or person who has duly
declared his intention of becoming such citizen, residing or having a place for the regular transaction of business in the state,
being over the age of 21 years and of good moral character, and
who shall have received from the regents of the University a certificate of his qualifications to practise as a public expert accountant as hereinafter provided, shall be styled and known as a
certified public accountant; and no other person shall assume
such title, or use the abbreviation C. P. A. or any other words,
letters or figures, to indicate t h a t the person using the same is
such certified public accountant.
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§ 2 The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of persons applying for certificates under this act., and
may appoint a board of three examiners for the purpose, which
board shall, after the year 1897, be composed of certified public
accountants. The regents shall charge for examination and certificate such fee as may be necessary to meet the actual expenses
of such examinations, and they shall report annually, their receipts and expenses under the provisions of this act to the state
controller, and pay the balance of receipts over expenditures to
the state treasurer. The regents may revoke any such certificate
for sufficient cause after written notice to the holder thereof and
a hearing thereon.
§ 3 The regents may, in their discretion, waive the examination
of any person possessing the qualifications mentioned in § 1 who
shall have been, for more than one year before the passage of this
act, practising in this state on his own account, as a public accountant, and who shall apply in writing for such certificate
within one year after the passage of this act.
§ 4 Any violation of this act shall be a misdemeanor.
§ 5 This act shall take effect immediately.
Notes on the law
1 The use of the abbreviation C. P. A. or any other words, letters or figures to indicate that the person using the same is a
certified public accountant is prohibited except to those holding
regents certified public accountant certificates.
2 The three examiners are appointed to serve for one year.
Since 1897 the board has been composed of certified public accountants.
3 Certificates will be revoked for cause.
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SYLLABUS
Accountants credentials
Two credentials are offered as follows:
1 Certified public accountant certificate
2 Junior accountant certificate
General requirements
The candidate for a certificate must be a citizen of the United
States or have duly declared his intention to become such citizen,
must reside or have a place for the regular transaction of business
in New York state, and must be of good moral character and over
21 years of age. A fee of $25 must accompany the application
for examination, which should be made 10 days in advance.
Preliminary education
The candidate must be a graduate of a registered high school or
have an education equivalent to such graduation. The regents
will accept as equivalent to high school graduation any one of the
following:
1 A certificate of having successfully completed at least one
full year's course of study in the collegiate department of any
college or university, registered by the regents as maintaining a
satisfactory standard.
2 A certificate of having passed in a registered institution examinations equivalent to the full collegiate course of the freshman year or to a completed academic course.
3 Regents passcards for any 48 academic counts or any regents
diploma.
4 A certificate of graduation from any registered gymnasium
in Germany, Austria or Russia.
5 A certificate of the successful completion of a course of five
years in a registered Italian ginnasio and three years in a liceo.
6 The bachelor's degree in arts or science, or substantial
equivalents from any registered institution in France or Spain.
7 Any credential from a registered institution or from the government in any state or country which represents the completion
of a course of study equivalent to graduation from a registered
New York high school or academy or from a registered Prussian
gymnasium.
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Certified public accountant
To obtain the full C. P. A. certificate, the candidate must submit satisfactory evidence that he has met all the general requirements and has the required preliminary education, that he is at
least 25 years of age, and has had three years' successful experience in the practice of accounting, one year of which practice
has been in the office of an expert public accountant, and must
pass regents accountant examinations in
1 Theory of accounts
3 Auditing
2 Practical accounting
4 Commercial law
Junior accountant
To obtain the junior accountant certificate, the candidate must
submit satisfactory evidence that he has met the general requirements and has the required preliminary education, and must pass
the regents accountant examinations set for the certified public
accountant certificate.
Calendar of examinations
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT AND JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT

Examinations will be held as follows:
Dates

22-23
25-26
28-29
24-25

Jan.
June
Jan.
June

1901
1901
1902
1902

Places

New York, Albany, Syracuse, Buffalo.
fied as to exact place.

Each candidate is noti-

Daily program

Morning
Afternoon
9.15
1.15
Tuesday
Theory of accounts Practical accounting
Wednesday Auditing
Commercial law
Three hours each will be allowed for theory of accounts, auditing and commercial law, and four hours will be allowed for
practical accounting.
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The four subjects must be completed at a single examination,
comprising the four sessions as stated.
OUTLINE OF EXAMINATIONS
The following outlines are intended to cover, either specifically
or generally, all the sub-topics t h a t will enter into the examinations under the four different subject heads; to serve as a guide to
the candidate in his preparation; and to serve also as a limitation
to those who prepare the questions. These outlines will be subject
to change in future editions of the syllabus,
T H E O R Y O F ACCOUNTS

The test under this head demands a thorough knowledge of the
recognized principles of modern accounting and of their scientific
application to the keeping and stating of accounts in all the lines
of business enterprise and wherever settlements involving money
are to be made.
The candidate should be familiar with the different accounts in
use, and should understand their purposes, and be able to apply
to them the underlying principles by which they are governed.
He should be familiar with the different books of account used in
modern business, and be able to devise sets of books adapted to
any of the varied lines of business and to provide for any special
or unusual features in particular cases. His acquaintance with
the rules and methods of bookkeeping should be such as to enable
him readily to understand any system coming under his notice and
to suggest any needed improvements for the better working of the
system.
The candidate should have a ready understanding of all business
statements, from a simple bill or receipt to the most complex balance sheet, and should be able to furnish such statements in concise and intelligent form and on short notice. This also involves
quickness and accuracy in computation. He should be familiar
with all kinds of business papers and understand the uses of each.
Finally the candidate is expected to know the technical terms used
in accounting and in business, and to be able not only to define
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them in a general way, but also to explain clearly their precise
meaning in the various connections in which they occur.
Attention is called to the following summary:
Accounts. Corporation, partners or capital; gross profits; revenue; operating expenses; cost; purchases; sales; material and supplies; property; improvements; apportionment; interest; taxes;
cash; personal; bills receivable; bills payable; merchandise or
stock; merchandise (or trade) discount; real estate; rent; furniture
and fixtures; expense; horses and wagons; freight and express;
commission; shipment; consignment; joint; venture; merchandise
company; insurance; branch store; suspense; loss and gain; manufacturing account; undivided profits; dividend; surplus; reserve;
reserve fund; deficiency; redemption fund; sinking fund; depreciation fund; contingent fund; investment fund. Special accounts
used incidentally in corporations or in particular lines of business
such as capital stock, common, preferred; bonds; mortgage, debenture, collateral; goodwill; patents; franchises; organization.
Controlling accounts. Classification of accounts.
Books of account. Ledger; general ledger; subdivisions of the
ledger for costs of property, costs of operating, costs of manufacturing, sales, purchases, bills receivable, bills, payable, self-balancing ledger, petty ledger, shipment ledger, private ledger; daybook
(or blotter); cashbook; order book; sales book; invoice book; bill
books; journal; petty cashbook; check book; bank passbook; invoice register; receiving book; commission sales book; consignment ledger; shipment book; check register; account sales register; weigh book; invoice sales book; voucher register or record;
cost and stores books; stock or shares ledger and dividend book;
ticklers for a bank, lease book for instalment sales, etc. Principal
books; auxiliary books; books of original entry. Special columns
in various books, their uses. Relation of each book to other books.
Rules and methods in bookkeeping. Objects of bookkeeping;
debit and credit; double entry and single entry; radical difference
between the two systems; advantages of double entry.
General rule for debit and credit in any transaction; the general
ledger, what it shows as to persons, property, loss and gain; ar-
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rangement of accounts for convenience in posting. Merchandise
account; dual character; improvements on usual form; percentage of gain, percentage of merchandise discount, etc.; account of
goods returned; closing; treatment of inventories. Cash account;
cash in bank; petty cash transactions; functions of the casbbook;
special columns in. Real estate account, proper entries. Treatment of bills receivable and bills payable. Loss and gain: sources;
determining from books kept by single entry; what the balance
represents, and how treated. Recording occasional small sales to
infrequent customers. Treatment of bonds purchased above or
below par. Bill books; relation to ledger accounts. Average
maturity of accounts. Opening double entry books; individual or
partnership; corporation; entries when new partner is admitted;
changing individual or partnership business to corporation; adjusting partnership accounts; function of the journal in modern
bookkeeping; transfers of items from one ledger folio to another.
Closing double entry ledger; treatment of property on hand; out
standing shipments; leases, goodwill, patents, considerations in
valuing; expenditures treated as assets; worthless and doubtful
debts. Executor's and administrator's accounts; assignees' accounts. Analyzing a ledger; process and purposes. Changing
from single to double entry; additional accounts required; determining loss or gain from single entry books; entries necessary
to open single entry books, Systems of accounts and sets of books
for various lines of business; principal considerations. The
voucher system of bookkeeping; advantages; possible disadvantages; voucher register or record. Fluctuations in foreign exchange
as a feature in accounts.
Corporation accounting. Organization; subscription; scrip; stock
certificates; transfers; stock or shares ledger; minute book; dividend book; general ledger.
Factory accounting. Special methods required; analysis of expenditure; utility of systematic factory books; loss or gain on individual transactions, on branches of business; accurate accounts,
moral effect on employees. Prime cost and cost of production;
stores; stores books; prime cost books; specimen rulings for vari-
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ous books; agreement of commercial and factory books as to material furnished and periodic survey; agreement of cost books with
commercial books; apportionment of factory general charges; indirect expenses; labor; wages system; time book. Stock; stock
books; sales analysis books. Depreciation of plant; factors in determination of rate; depreciation in relation to capital, to current
expenditure. Factory accounts in relation to bookkeeping by single entry.
Banking. Treatment of moneys received from depositors; passbooks; receiving teller's records; listing check and draft deposits;
deposits from other banks; receiving teller's proof. Paying teller's
duties; certified check book; effect of certification on indorsements; limit of certification by national banks; record of paid
checks; paying teller's proof. Loans: legal procedure for national
banks; offering book; discount register; charge ticket; regular
dealers, other borrowers; discount tickler; time and " c a l l " loans;
loan tickets; collection; protest; collection register; remittance
register; certificate of deposit; customs check; cashier's check;
bank drafts; third teller's proofs. Procedure of general bookkeeper; general debit and credit books; general balance ledger;
dealer's ledger; dealer's balance ledger; the " B o s t o n " ledger; general ledger; general proof; daily statement. The clearing house.
Reserve required for national banks.
Railway accounting.
Sources of revenue. Gross earnings.
Passenger: local, through; freight: local, through; mail; express
and miscellaneous. Traffic department. Freight: receiving and
classifying; receiving book; waybilling; expense bills; accounts
of station agent; conductors; auditor's office records; delivery
and collection of charges; records of receiving station; reports to
general office; treatment of earnings. Passengers: tickets; books
and reports; cash fares collected by conductors; reports of conductors; foreign coupon tickets.
Express companies: cars and
transportation; weekly reports. Transportation of mails: contracts; quarterly settlements.
Miscellaneous earnings: rents,
switching, storage; dockage; demurrage, etc. Collections and
reports: mileage from foreign companies for cars used; remit-
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tances of moneys received; agent's working fund; the local cashier's accounts; balance sheets of agents; daily remittances; traveling auditors; accounts at junctions; auditing department; general ticket department. General freight office; tariffs; rates.
Revenue from investments in securities of auxiliary or other
lines; bonds; stocks; interest on money loaned; rentals of tracks
and terminals. Expenditures: cost of road; construction; betterments; improvements; stocks owned; bonds owned; lands owned
and other investments; equipment; operating expenses; maintenance of way and structures, including repairs of roadway; renewals of rails; renewals of ties; repairs and renewals of bridges
and culverts; fences, road crossings, signs and cattle guards;
buildings and fixtures; docks and wharves; telegraph; stationery and printing, and various other maintenance of way, etc.
expenses. Maintenance of equipment, including superintendence;
repairs and renewals of locomotives; passenger cars; freight
cars; work cars; marine equipment; shop machinery and tools;
stationery and printing, and various other maintenance of equipment expenses. Conducting transportation, including superintendence; engine and roundhouse men; fuel for locomotives;
water supply for locomotives; oil, tallow and waste for locomotives; other supplies for locomotives; train service; train supplies and expenses; switchman, flagmen and watchmen; telegraph expenses; station service; station supplies; switching
charges—balance; car mileage—balance; hire of equipment—
balance; loss and damage to property; injuries to persons; clearing wrecks; operating marine equipment; advertising; outside
agencies; commissions; stock yards and elevators; rents for
tracks, yards, and terminals; rents of buildings and other property; stationery and printing, and various other conducting
transportation expenses. General expenses including salaries of
general officers; salaries of clerks and attendants; general office
expenses and supplies; insurance; law expenses; stationery and
printing for the general offices, etc. Accrued interest on bonds;
accrued taxes; average number of passengers carried, carried
one mile, one mile per mile of road, and averages. Number of tons
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of freight carried, carried one mile, carried one mile per mile of
road, and averages. Miles run by passenger trains, freight
trains and mixed trains; mileage of cars; passenger; freight;
mileage of freight cars loaded and freight cars empty. Classification of commodities carried; subdivided between the principal
commodities like the products of agriculture—grain, flour, etc.;
live stock; dressed meats; products of mines—anthracite coal,
bituminous coal, coke, etc.; lumber, etc.; manufactures; where
such commodities originate and their destination. Classification
of the equipment used: locomotives, passenger; locomotives,
freight; locomotives, switching; cars, passenger service, first
class, second class, combination, emigrant, dining, parlor, sleeping, baggage, express, postal, etc. Freight service: box cars;
flat cars; coal cars; stock cars,; tank cars; refrigerator cars; etc.
Company's general service: officers' private and special cars;
pay cars; gravel cars; derrick cars; caboose cars; wreck cars;
hand-cars, etc. Proportion of consumption of rails for renewals;
proportion of consumption of cross-ties for renewals; cost of
replacing wooden bridges with steel and masonry; filling trestles
with earth and rock; changing grades and curvatures; rebuilding wooden stations with brick and stone; replacement fund for
maintaining equipment and for enlarging equipment to meet increasing demands of traffic; renewals and rebuilding ferry boats
and other floating terminal facilities.
Material and supplies
including fuel; road stock; distribution for the consumption of
material and supplies; pay-rolls of employees and general officers; distribution of the pay-rolls; vouchers for other expenditures and distribution; statement of operating expenses; apportionment between passenger service and freight service. Summary of earnings; daily; weekly; monthly; yearly. Summary of
operating expenses and expenditures for betterments and improvements charged to cost of road, and betterments and improvements charged to operating expenses monthly and yearly.
Summary of the total income and profit and loss account monthly
and yearly.
Comparative balance sheets at the end of each
month, beginning with the fiscal year.
Statements of station
agents.
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Business papers and statements. Bill; invoice; account sales;
account current; account stated; statement of income and expenditure; trading account; statement of receipts and payments;
statement of affairs; deficiency account; realization and liquidation account; cost sheet; bill of lading; warehouse receipt; promissory note; draft; other papers used in business.
Trial balance. Purposes; importance; process of taking; arrangement of accounts to facilitate making balance sheet; detection of errors; prevention of errors; proof posting; features of
difference between trial balance taken before closing and immediately after closing ledger. Trial balance of single entry ledger.
Balance sheet. Purpose; English form; continental and American form; process of making; arrangement of items; relation to
trial balance; inventories; important facts shown; capital and
working capital; contingent liabilities; undivided profits; exactness and lucidity of statement.
Definitions. Commercial paper; accommodation paper; promissory note; bill of exchange; arbitration of exchange; draft; acceptance; indorsement (different kinds); protest; collateral
security; collateral note; agent; assignment; assignee's inventory;
'administrator; executor; stock; capital; surplus; capital stock;
common stock; preferred stock; cumulative preferred stock;
watered stock; treasury stock; scrip; share capital; loan capital;
working capital; deficiency; revenue; income; expenditure; preliminary expenses; revenue expenditure; capital expenditure;
revenue receipts; capital receipts; fixed assets; cash assets; fixed
liability; floating indebtedness; fixed charges;operating expenses;
reserve fund; redemption fund; depreciation fund; contingent
fund; investment fund; sinking fund; income bonds; debenture
bonds; mortgage bonds; coupon bonds; par; premium; partnership; stock company; corporation; joint stock company; journalizing; goodwill; resources; liabilities; quick assets; inventory;
factory bookkeeping; plant; raw material; charge order; obsolescence; residual value; summary of accounts; cash discount; merchandise discount; bankruptcy; bill of lading; general average;
liquidation; reclamation; novation.
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PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING

This test calls for the practical expression of the principles
set forth under the head of theory of accounts. It consists in
the working out in detail of practical problems in accounting
from data set forth in the question papers, and presupposes a
thorough acquaintance with the theory and practice of accounts.
The candidate should be able to solve the most abstruse and
intricate problems that arise in any branch of accounting, and,
where formal statements are called for, to present them in good,
clear and intelligent form, showing correct ruling and general
neatness of execution. The following is a general (but not limiting) outline of the work. The character of the questions is
sufficiently indicated by the papers for the examinations heretofore held, which are reprinted herein, beginning at p. 280.
Partnership accounts. Partnership settlements, including a
trading account and other necessary statements; book entries
and statements where a partnership of three terminates with a
loss and one partner pays the other two a commission for collection of his share of the assets; terms on which a new partner
may be admitted on exact equality with others in an active business; final adjustments and closing of the accounts of a business
conducted by partners, "sold as it s t a n d s ; " adjustment of interest on excess capital among three partners; statement, from
trial balance and inventory, showing resources and liabilities,
loss or gain and partners' net capital; adjustment of partners'
accounts where one partner by mistake has been allowed too
great a share of the profits; effect on the books of the admission
to a firm of three partners, of a fourth, who pays a certain sum
for a ¼ interest.
Corporation accounts. Opening entries in company's books, and
ledger postings, showing capital stock and fixed assets, when a
business and plant have been taken over, subject to bonded indebtedness; journal entries and closing accounts of a real estate
association, including a social club as a part of the enterprise;
the assets, liabilities and average net profits of each of three
going concerns given, required the amount of stock that should be
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allotted to each on consolidation into a stock company; entry
necessary to open the books of a new corporation t h a t has purchased the real estate, machinery, goodwill, etc. of six existing
corporations, paid for by preferred stock, common stock and
bonds of the new company, material and supplies to be paid for
in cash when value is ascertained; opening the accounts of a corporation t h a t has bought 12 different factories, so t h a t the result of the operation of each factory will be known at the end of
the fiscal year—entries in cashbook, journal and ledger; entries
and explanations for adjusting the books of a corporation, when
the capital stock account has been charged with losses and credited with gains; loss and gain account, balance sheet and partners' accounts of a firm of two, interest being allowed on unequal
capital, and loss or gain to be divided on basis of 5/7 and 2/7.
Manufacturing accounts. Accounts to indicate causes of loss by
a firm whose sales and cost calculations indicated a profit; statement showing cost per machine of manufactured output,the gross
manufacturing profit and the final net result; manufacturing and
loss and gain accounts and balance sheet (writing off for depreciation and making allowance for bad debts) from trial balance and
inventories furnished; form of cost sheet suitable for a manufacturing business and detailing the items of expenditure.
Joint accounts. Statements and book entries of joint account
venture among three persons; account current, with interest and
ledger accounts, of parties in different cities dealing with each
other; journal entries and ledger accounts of three persons dealing on joint account and receiving commissions for buying and
selling.
Insolvency accounts. Statement of affairs and deficiency account of insolvent firm; trustees' realization and liquidation accounts, balance sheet and partners' accounts, i n c a s e of embarrassed firm.
Accounts involving foreign exchange. Ledger accounts and
statement of a New York merchant dealing with a foreign consignor, involving exchange computations and bill drawn on third
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party; accounts sales of merchandise involving computations in
foreign money (pound sterling, reichsmark, piso, rupee, franc,
etc.); methods of keeping the books in case of a large trade with
foreign purchasers, in which invoices are rendered and payments
accepted in foreign currency.
Executors', trustees' and assignees' accounts. Summary statement
of executors' accounts, separating principal and income and showing balance due each of several legatees and amount of commissions of two executors; division of trust estate; order of priority
in payment of expenses and debts by executors; balance sheet of
estate of person deceased, showing realization and distribution of
assets; distribution of estate and executor's accounting; accounts
of receiver; assignee's inventory and schedules, showing amount
of assets for which bond must be given.
Trial balances and. balance sheets. Completion of trial balance
by use of imaginary figures; balance sheet including a previously
declared dividend, depreciation of plant and allowance for doubtful book debts, to be prepared from trial balance; condensed balance sheet, income account and loss and gain account, to be made
up from the trial balance of a railway company; balance sheet
and revenue account from trial balance of a life insurance company.
Accounts involving negotiable paper. Entries to express in the
books of the borrower on bills receivable from customers, discounted at bank, the dishonor of any such discounted bills on
which a percentage may eventually be paid; ordinary entries
when bills receivable are dishonored; entries in the case of drafts
made and accepted for mutual accommodation by two parties, one
of whom becomes insolvent before maturity of paper.
Accounts involving bonds and other securities. Price at which
bonds must be bought to net a certain per cent on investment
for a term of years, and realization account on basis of purchase
price; disposition of expenses incurred in changing the terminable
debentures of a company into debentures to be paid off by annual
instalments; entries in liquidating debentures; entries for issue
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of mortgage bonds; entries and balance sheet of a company paying debentures out of a redemption fund.
Columnar books, etc. Form and headings of a columnar cashbook suitable for hotel-keeper; ruling and heading for petty cashbook ; form to aid in proving the debit ledger; proof of correctness
of several ledgers kept independently by different bookkeepers;
books for lawyer, architect, engineer; books of account for warehouseman,,
Miscellaneous. Tracing a reclamation for freight prepaid on a
railway and steamship line through delivering agent, claims department, auditor's department and forwarding agent, showing
settlement; account showing what has become of the profits of a
stock company earned during the year; statement of income and
expenditures! and per cent of profit on a business block; accounts
showing separately the gross results of the several departments
of a business; insurance premiums, brokerage and rebate; effects
of erroneous posting; entries in lessee's books covering dead rent
of a mine merging into a royalty.
AUDITING

The successful auditor is not made by the study of textbooks or
by any other form of merely academic instruction; nor can his
work like that of the bookkeeper be completely illustrated or
tested by any number of set problems in theory or practice. He
must be, it is needless to say, a master in accounting and able to
comprehend quickly any honest entry made in a book of account;
but, inasmuch as he is likely to meet new problems in any piece
of work he undertakes, it is desirable that he should have a broad
general knowledge of business, and it often happens that he needs
the intuitions of the detective no less than the skill of the accountant. His work is necessarily analytic. He must read from
the books and records the history of what has been done, and beyond that, he must seek to know if everything that has been done
is fully and correctly recorded.
But, while books and teachers can not make an auditor, they
can do much to help him. Much of the accumulated experience of
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the profession has been preserved in books and periodicals and in
tradition, and out of this experience has grown an approved general course of procedure that is of great value. It is therefore
along these broad lines of procedure that the test in this subject
must necessarily be conducted. The following outlines grouped
under the various topic heads indicate the scope of the examination.
Preliminaries. List of books used. Audit notebook and its use;
printed (or written) instructions for auditors' clerks. Books and
papers of business under audit; articles and minutes of stock company; general system of bookkeeping; manner of making payments; plan of checking; custom as to vouching, board of directors, account committee, etc.; treatment of items in cashbook,
bank passbook and vouchers; unusual payments or receipts;
wages and petty cash payments; custom as to balancing and posting cashbook; branch establishments, returns of work, accounts
and expenses; treatment of daybooks, sales books, purchase
books; invoices, as to quantities and prices; proving the journalizing; bill books, renewed or dishonored bills, securities if any;
checking postings; transfers, through journal or otherwise; division of expenditures; capital stock register as to amounts received and postings, transfers, subscribed and paid up capital, arrears; mortgages; debenture bonds, amounts to be verified; inventories or stock sheets; general stock account; prices on goods finished or in progress; custom as to verification of stock returns;
wear and tear and depreciation; short leases; expenditures on
capital account; new works, replacements; conveyance deeds and
securities; balances and securities at bankers; cash, bills and
other securities in hand.
Object of an audit and methods of procedure. F r a u d ; technical
errors; incorrect principles; mere agreement of balance sheet with
the books not sufficient; examination of books necessary; limit
as to detail; cashbook; checking; private ledger; thorough knowledge of the uses and possible abuses of each book used; search
for weak points; scrutiny of contracts and other documents.
Continuous audit; advantages; possible dangers; special check
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or "tick." Completed audit; custody of the books and vouchers,
prompt completion of each branch of audit; checking ledger
balances and addition of such balances at same sitting.
Work preceding trial balance. Calling back postings; nature of
transactions revealed; cashbook; advantages of careful checking;
uncertain or illegible figures; corrections; erasures; necessity of
good light; clear enunciation by "caller." Checking additions;
private ledger, cashbook, petty cashbook, bill books; wages book;
amounts carried forward; columnar books.
Last preceding balance sheet. Comparison with opening ledger
balances; verification as to statement of assets and liabilities;
close scrutiny of figures for plant, capital stock, etc.
Vouchers. Receipts; entries in cashbook; receipt-book stubs;
numbered receipts and stubs; two accounts paid together; need
of fixed rule; irregularities in terms of credit; communication
with client's customers; firms sending their own forms of receipts
with payments; date agreement of cashbook entries and receipts;
cash sales; system of internal check.
Payments. System of recording: checks; receipts; insurance
premiums. Petty cash. Inspection of vouchers, or certification
by responsible person; restrictions on petty cashier.
Wages. Frequent source of fraud; difficulties; system of payment; safeguards; wages books added and checked one week
against another.
Bank account. Deposits checked with passbook and duplicate
deposit slip, noting items and names; reconcilement with cashbook; bank balance and passbook personally verified by auditor;
cash in hand; tickets or I. O. U.'s. Auditor's indentification
marks.
Bills payable, etc. Bill books; paid notes and acceptances returned; ledger account. Bills receivable; treatment by auditor;
matured or discounted bills traced to cashbook, and those dishonored to debit of customer; verification of bills in hand; deductions for discount; liability on bills under discount; the ledger
account.
Consignments.

Checking; letter files, copy books, accounts cur-

rent; exchange, if any.
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Trial balance. Each department brought to a balance, if possible, at a single sitting; custody of books; use of distinctive ink for
check marks.
Balancing the books. Not usually a part of auditor's work; when
requested, to secure balance; localizing an error; " t a b u l a t i n g "
the ledgers; re-checking; completing audit without an exact balance.
Stock companies. Articles of association. Capital stock accounts; relation to amount issued to bona fide applicants, to articles and to minutes; cashbook as to amount paid in; capital stock
liable to forfeiture; shares ledger; debenture accounts. Dividend
and interest accounts. List of stockholders checked with shares
issued and dividends payable; verification of figures; vouching payments of dividends when checks are drawn on regular bank account; tracing outstanding dividends; registration of mortgages;
examinations of all company books. W h a t the published accounts and accountant's report should show, and form of certificate.
Methods of keeping accounts. Propriety of accountant suggesting improvements; general system of internal check; general system of accounts; deposits in bank; payments by check; petty cash;
verifying cash and bank balance; ledgers; trade ledgers; balancing trade ledgers; cost accounts; knowledge of business carried
on; special materials:; general materials; expenses of production;
indirect expenses; columns in cashbook to facilitate balancing the
ledgers; separate cashbook to each ledger clerk; treatment of invoices; treatment of discount and interest; rents; stock accounts';
suspense accounts; bad and doubtful debts; use of journal; wages
and salaries; preparation for audit.
Procedure in auditing various kinds of business. Some knowledge of the business under audit necessary; varying chances for
fraud or error.
Commercial accounts. Merchants: opportunities for fraud; theft
of stock; misstatement of cash sales; fraudulent payments; misappropriation of payments; fictitious items of discount and interest.
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Unintentional errors: valuation of merchandise; insufficient depreciation on leases and furniture; failure to allow for outstanding discounts and interest; errors of principle in the valuation of
foreign currencies; omission of liability on outstanding expenses
and on bills discounted; insufficient provision for bad debts.
Terms of discount allowed by and to clients; variations to be
noted; expected percentage of profit; comparisons; keeping of
stock accounts.
Manufacturing traders. Wages; depreciation of plant and machinery; cost accounts.
Retailers. Bales ledger; difficulty of calling back all postings;
balancing must be checked; posting of cash received should be
checked; comparing list of balances with ledger; checking of additions. Assistants' sold ledger; reduced prices; items to debit of
employees. Checking bought ledger and payments; vouchers; discounts; vouching of cash received; deposits. Department accounts; sales; purchases; estimated stock; inventory; reconcilement of estimated figures with actual stock on hand. Private
ledger; should contain all materials for trial balance; calling postings. Bills payable. Vouching wages payments. Credit-notes
for goods returned.
Contractors. Account with each contract; cost accounts; manner of issuing stores; payment of wages; leading principles; private ledger; checking; value of internal check; valuation of contracts in hand; depreciation.
Breweries. Barrelage and sales. Safeguards against theft of
stock and collections; stock accounts; discounts; rents; depreciation; advances to customers; materials used; cost accounts; labor
and expenses.
Hotels. Scrutiny of items in profit and loss account; examination of daybook charges; stock accounts; proper accounting for receipts ; cash disbursed for guests. Depreciation; linen and bedding; cutlery; plate; china; glass; renewals account.
Theaters. Difficulties of satisfactory audit; receipts and payments in currency; liability to loss; treasurer's receipts and daily
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deposits; proper authentification; mounting expenses; advertising; running expenses; manner of preparing paysheets. Advances; paymaster responsible for returns. Valuation of assets;
avoidance of overvaluation. Traveling expenses; vouchers.
Publishers. Complications; editing manuscripts; drawings;
composing; electrotyping; printing; folding; binding; royalties;
stock accounts; cost accounts; general expenses; advertisements
in books and magazines; sale of space; editions and circulation;
solicitors on commission. Depreciation of permanent assets;
unsold and returned publications; copyrights; goodwill; plates
and cuts; income and expenditure statements.
Mining. Coal and other mines. Reserve of capital for diminishing assets; minimum rent; royalties; recoupment of rents
paid; when minimums a yearly charge against revenue; depreciation of mine; of plant; wages; dead work in developing; cost of
mining; outside expenses; tons mined; receipts and expenses per
ton; comparative statistics of mine accounts.
Financial institutions. Banks: testing accounts in general
ledger; count of cash; checks; amounts due from other bankers;
examination of bills; explanation of bills overdue; securities;
customers' accounts; overdrafts as possible sources of loss;
amounts due to other bankers; secret reserves; branches; customers' passbooks; exhaustive testing of totals; revenue account;
items of gross profit; interest credited on doubtful advances; importance of uniform method.
Safeguards; continuous audit;
visits of auditor should be unexpected. Opportunities for fraud;
collusion among employees; collusion with depositor; paid
check destroyed without record; credit carried temporarily
from one depositor's account to another's; more than one
use of same vouchers or coupons; tampering with deposit
tickets; decreasing amount of paid check; internal check;
tickets signed or punched by teller before going to bookkeeper; each depositor's checks and tickets filed separately; credit tickets signed by cashier and cut by teller;
dealers' ledger used with skeleton balance ledger and each
kept by different clerks; successive trial balances of a ledger
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should be taken by different bookkeepers; bookkeepers not to
retain statements or have access to vouchers; register of passbooks, kept by special clerk or auditor; shifting of clerks at
irregular intervals. Checks drawn on other banks; checks that
have not come regularly through other departments; fictitious
checks; mail received on day of examination; checking doubtful
items to their source; verification of items sent for collection;
reconcilement sheet; verification of discount register; past-due
paper; collateral loans insufficiently covered; special deposits;
proofs of general ledger; certified checks and cashier's checks
outstanding; reserve; current expenses; taxes; premium account;
custody of books under audit; bonds to secure circulation; certificates of deposit; record of reconcilements; adjustments.
Savings banks. Scrutiny of all books; checking; comparison of
depositors passbooks with entries in bank books; investments;
mortgages; character of securities.
Insurance. Fire insurance; source of revenue; total income
receivable; policy book, renewal register; special book, indorsement book; checking of additions; discounted policies; receipts
issued, used and returned compared with renewals and discontinuances; allowance for receipts spoiled; premium income; unearned premiums; balances outstanding at close of books; reinsurances; cashbook vouchers; losses; admitted claims become a
liability; register of claims; valuation of assets; verification of
items; provision against unexpired risks; reserve fund; premiums paid several years in advance; accumulated reserves of a
sound company.
Life insurance. Valuation balance sheet; actuarial valuation of
liability to policy-holders; surrenders; claims; possible concealment; investments; integrity of capital and receipt of income;
auditor's responsibility to policy-holders.
Building and loan associations. Organization; obligation of subscriber; original payments; dues; loans. Capital stock; increase;
transfer of shares; matured shares; different plans. Interest on
loans; premiums; foreclosing; fines; forfeitures; withdrawals;
distribution of profits. Books used. Methods of audit; thorough
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investigation; minute examination; detailed checking; verification of receipts and payments; passbooks; list of balances, investments.
Railways. Trial balance; treasurer's cash; bank balances; securities in treasurer's possession; increase, decrease or changes
in any items corresponding with previous year; expenditures for
capital account; journal entries made during the year; arbitrary
increase of earnings or capital account; vouchers and voucher
record; outstanding unpaid vouchers; outstanding unpaid bills
collectable; bills running an unusual length of time; individuals'
and companies' accounts; foreign roads, interline freight account;
bills debited and credited to foreign roads, and relation of debit
or credit to company's earnings. Foreign roads., tickets; foreign
roads, mileage; foreign roads, claims; materials and supplies;
storekeeper's and superintendent's report of same. Earnings: passenger, freight, mail, express, miscellaneous; agents' monthly report; agents' accounts; uncollected freight on hand; claims paid
at stations; cash balances. Capital stock outstanding; registrar
or transfer agent's certificate; bonds outstanding; bills payable
and other obligations outstanding; cash and securities found in
treasurer's office, compared with auditor's books; unpaid bond
coupons; interest accrued not due; pay checks outstanding and
unpaid; discharge certificates; unclaimed wages; payments of
dividends and interest; operating expenses, subdivided among
the various classifications of conducting transportation, maintenance of way and structures, maintenance of equipment and
general expenses; interest on bonds, equipment trusts; sinking
funds, interest on equipment trust notes and revenue sinking
funds, expenditures for construction, equipment, improvements,
betterments, investments, revenue from investments; contracts
with express, telegraph, telephone and other companies; balance
sheet and income and profit and loss accounts. Accountant's certificate.
Shipping companies. Net results of each voyage of every ship;
apportionment of shore expenses; insurance; freights and passage
money; cost accounts; structural improvements; depreciation;
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outstanding freights and agents' balances; unclaimed return passages; return premium for " l a y u p s ; " foreign exchanges; uncompleted voyages; detailed scrutiny of voyage account book;
vouchers for all moneys expended in port.
Street railways. Capital stock; construction; right of way;
track; power; rolling stock; miscellaneous equipment; additions
and betterments; repairs. Revenue: income from passengers; income from mail and express; income from advertising; miscellaneous income. Fixed charges: rents; interest; taxes; franchise.
Duties of accountant; daily receipts; tracing receipts through
traffic sheets and traffic books to bank; in absence of internal
check, thorough examination and checking. Expenditures by
check only; analysis and verification; apportionment as to capital
and revenue.
Executors' and trustees' accounts. Terms of will or trust; use and
investment of trust funds; apportionment as between capital
and income; full investigation of details; possible collateral
liabilities of testator; accounts kept by executor or trustee;
vouchers and other documents; preferred claims; widow's exemption; distribution account; advertising for claims; trustee or executor continuing business of testator; verification of investments; filing accounts. Guardians' accounts.
Accounts of institutions. Charities; subscriptions and donations; verification of receipts; cashbook; bank account; income
and expenditure; deeds and securities. Churches; checking all
accounts obtainable; bank account; cash in hand. Colleges and
schools; audit in detail according to circumstances.
Examinations and investigations. Purposes: on sale of a business; to ascertain the condition of a business. Responsibility assumed by accountant; means to be employed; errors in books of
account; practical objection to acting for both buyer and seller.
Scope of the audit; sources of income and expenditure; possible
overstatement of profits; overstatement of assets; understatement of liabilities; falsifying balance sheet or revenue account;
schedule of book debts to be taken over; what accountant's certificate should show; importance of making copious notes during
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investigation; period to be investigated; character of vendors.;
system of accounts; cooperation of bookkeeper and other employees; inquiries of former accountant; where accounts have
not been audited or books not balanced; inspection of balance
sheets; comparison of revenue accounts for each year of period;
marked reduction of expenses during last year; bona fides of all
sales booked during last few months; prices relative to current
rates; material increase in sales or in number of new accounts
opened; entries " o n approval"; ascertaining if all sales recorded
have actually gone out of stock; entries for a few weeks after closing of books, as to exceptionally large number of " r e t u r n s " , and
an exceptionally small amount of sales; invoices of consignments;
commissions; outstanding discounts; " e m p t i e s " returnable; purchases; possible omission of invoices of some goods that have
actually gone into stock; stock accounts; cost accounts; care in
stock-taking; uniform scale of prices; allowance for depreciation;
effect of overvaluation of stock for a long period preceding audit;
profits as affected by fluctuation of values of articles composing
stock in trade; rise in values vs regular commercial profits; profits
that are not fairly incidental to the regular business carried on;
term of lease obtainable in case business is such t h a t it can not be
carried on advantageously elsewhere; expenses debited to profit
and loss account. Bad debts: provision made for; average of
period under audit compared with usual average in similar classes
of business; percentage of actual bad debts of an earlier year
compared with average amount written off; examination of last
schedule of book debts. Depreciation: possible overvaluation or
undervaluation at beginning of period; when values in balance
sheet submitted exceed those in independent valuer's estimate;
renewals; repairs. Shares in other companies as part of assets;
relation to revenue (specially if unquoted) when taken in payment of book debts. Patents: validity; value. The accountant's
report after investigation.
True net profit. How shown. Profit and loss account; balance
sheet; uncertainty of published reports, specially in the case of
a corporation operating two distinct classes of undertakings.
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Valuation of assets. Chief end in view; " a s a going concern."
Fixed assets; waste; fluctuation; secret reserves. Floating assets; prompt realization; manufacturing profit; extent of accountant's responsibility for values. Verifying existence of
assets. Land and buildings; title deeds of the property; mortgages; statement from mortgage-holder of amount due; second
mortgage. Stock in trade; original inventories verified by stocktaker, calculator, checker and manager; checking extensions and
additions. Investments in stocks, etc.; scrip, certificate or other
evidence; securities deposited as collateral. Book debts; sales
ledger balances verified. Plant, machinery, fixtures; certified
inventory compared with preceding inventory; changes, careful
noting; invoice of additional items; credit taken for items sold.
Bank balance; passbook verified; reconcilement account. Bills
receivable; production of bills in hand; location of bills discounted. Cash in hand; actual count. Work in progress; manager's certificate; cost accounts; no profit anticipated; possible
loss provided for.
Outstanding assets. Profit from sales made; manufacturing
profit; interest on government bonds and other first class securities; possible writing off of good debts to cover defalcations.
Outstanding liabilities. Invoices dated forward; storekeeper's
evidence; wages and salaries accounts; accruing rent, interest,
etc. set off against insurance and other items paid in advance.
Book debts; trade creditors; suspense account. Discount on bills.
Contingent liabilities. Bills discounted; claims for dilapidations
of leasehold premises; provisions for renewals.
Depreciation. Distinct from fluctuation; a charge on revenue;
instalment plan; annual deduction; calculation; repairs.
Goodwill, fluctuations; statement of value in balance sheet; writing
down. Investments, Leases; averaging repairs. Machinery:
wear and tear; obsolescence; annual writing off; reduced balances; boilers; revaluation of tools. Mines; principle of writing
down. Plant; annual deduction; furniture and fittings; revaluation. P a t e n t s ; writing off during life. Ships; certificate of engineer. Theatrical plant; revaluation; copyrights and performing rights.
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Preliminary expenses. Verification from vouchers and contracts;
writing off.
Reserve funds. Source; question of special investment; " r e serve f u n d " of life insurance company.
Forfeited shares. Dividend; reissue.
Foreign exchanges. Branch house conducting business in foreign currency; treatment of accounts.
COMMERCIAL LAW

Scope of examinations. The test in commercial law demands a
fair general knowledge of the laws appertaining to the everyday
affairs of business life. The historical side of the law and the
technicalities of jurisdiction and procedure need not claim the
attention of the accountant, and will not enter to any extent into
the examination; but, as it is a legal maxim that every man is
presumed to know the law, a fair knowledge of the underlying
principles of the laws that govern business relations, and of the
practical application of such laws, will be required.
The general topics touched on are: contracts in general; expressed and implied contracts; statute of frauds and statute of
limitations; negotiable contracts, including all the incidents involved in commercial paper and changes made by the negotiable
instruments law recently adopted in New York and some other
states; agency; partnership; corporations; sales of personal
property; warranty; bailments, including common carriers, carriers of passengers, innkeepers, telegraphs and telephones; guaranty and suretyship; fire insurance; life insurance; accident insurance; marine insurance; other forms of insurance; shipping;
real property, including estates, title and conveyance, mortgage,
relations of landlord and tenant, mechanic's lien; estate of person deceased; the national bankruptcy act and proceedings thereunder, etc.
The candidate should also be able to construe correctly the
meaning and effect of all ordinary business papers and be sufficiently familiar with their form and necessary wording to draw
them when occasion requires.
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The following summary will serve as a guide for candidates:
Foundations. W h a t law is; why law is necessary; enforcement
of law. Municipal law; international law; the common law; the
law merchant. Written law; federal constitution; state constitution; treaties; acts of congress; acts of state legislatures; territorial acts. Effect of statutes on the prior law.
Legal rights. Substantive and remedial law. Property: right
of; subjects; classes of property; real and personal; governed by
different systems of law; things in possession; things (choses) in
action; corporeal and incorporeal property.
Qualifications to
right of ownership; eminent domain; taxes; pledges, liens, etc.
Title to property. Gift; will; intestate succession; contract;
sale; joint tenants and tenants in common; legal and equitable
ownership.
Legal remedies. Action; judgment; execution; failure of execution; exemption. Attachment; garnishment.
Equitable relief; injunction; receiver; specific performance; reformation of
contract; enforcement of equitable relief.
Contracts. Definition; agreement and obligation; other essentials; executed and executory contracts, results of foregoing distinction; parole (or simple) contract; specialty; effect of seal generally and in New York; delivery; escrow; express contracts and
implied contracts. Consideration; promise of gift; " good consideration"; valuable consideration; profit or benefit; detriment,
inconvenience; promise for promise; bargain and sale; voluntary
subscriptions to common object; conditional promise; compromise; forbearance; promise to do a thing to which promiser is
already bound; part payment of liquidated claim; past consideration; favor or gratuity; impossibility; moral obligation; failure
of consideration. Agreement; the offer; trade circulars; offer
made in jest; certainty; secret intentions; acceptance; manifestation; when implied by silence; unconditional; limitations; rejection; revocation of offer; letters by mail; telegrams; general
offers to the public.
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Parties. Promising jointly; promising jointly and severally;
competency; general rule as to infants; necessaries; earnings of
infant; void and voidable contracts; ratification and avoidance;
rights of adult contracting with infant; infant's liability. Insane
persons; lucid interval. Drunkenness. Ratification and avoidance. Married women; common law; modern statutes; divorce
generally, jurisdiction to grant.
statute of frauds. Reasons for enactment; principles involved;
general effects; bargain and sale. Mistake of expression, of intention, of subject; fraud; suppression of t r u t h ; misrepresentation; latent defects in goods; confidential relations; declared "reliance on vendor; effect of fraud; remedies; rescission and its limitations; damages; innocent purchaser; negotiable instrument;
signing induced by deception; negligence.
Duress. Two kinds; analogy to fraud; imprisonment; threats;
limitation; threats as to property; effect of duress.
Unlawful contracts. Rule of common law; prohibitory or penal
statute. Sunday contracts; gambling transactions; validity of
stock transactions in New York; usury; maritime loans; consequences of usury. Public policy: public welfare; touching marriage relations, brokage, separation; restraint of trade; "cornering'' the market; combinations in fraud of public sales; combinations of employers; labor combinations; exemption from negligence; legal trade restraints; sales of goodwill, patent right,
trade secret; corrupting public officer. Effect: of illegality: void
absolutely; void as to guilty; separation of lawful from unlawful.
Fraud as to creditors. General principle; fraudulent conveyance;
to what property limited; effect of intent; when grantee may
hold against creditors or grantor; gift; when fraud will be presumed; preferences; composition with creditors; fraudulent contract as between parties.
Assignment of contract. W h a t constitutes; rights conveyed by
assignment; importance of notice; estoppel; assignment by operation of law; negotiable instrument.
Interpretation of contracts. Oral contract; written contract; evidence; memorandum or receipt; mistake; explanation of terms;
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usage and custom; meaning of technical terms; requisites and
knowledge of usage; intention; common words; the entire writing; partly printed; construction of doubtful words; parties' acts
under contract; repugnant clauses. So-called parole evidence.
Discharge. By agreement. Simple contracts; wholly executory ; waiver, cancelation or rescission; may be implied from conduct; when executed by one party; alteration of contract. Specialties: agreement and obliteration of seal; deed of land; novation; rescission by one party; term in the writing. By performance; general rule; partial performance in good faith; time,
if fixed, if no express agreement; reasonable time; written promise or contract to pay money; interest; construction of words,
year, month, fraction of day, " u n t i l , " days of grace, generally
and in New York state.
Payment. How made; payment by bill or note; effect of such
payment when absolute, and when otherwise; note of third party,
when absolute payment; remittances by mail, express or messenger; proof; application of partial payments from one who
owes several debts; instructions by debtor; choice by creditor;
by the law; set-off, recoupment.
Tender. Nature of offer; effect in general; effect when performance demands payment of money; requisites for a valid
tender of money; place and time; effect on liens or securities;
when tender is refused on some specific ground.
Impossibility of performance. General rule; personal services;
change in the law subsequent to contract; so-called acts of God;
acts of public enemy or of public authority; inherent nature of
goods, or act of shipper. Operations of law: merger; bankruptcy;
death.
Remedies for breach. Damages: object; only direct consequences
usually considered; special circumstances made known at making
of contract; nominal damages; liquidated damages, penalty; exemplary damages, torts; special cases. Specific damages: when
granted; land contracts; singers, actors, authors; covenants in
a lease.
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Limitation of actions. The general principle; common law; statute; time of running; simple contract; specialty; judgment; lien
on personal property not destroyed; when the statute begins to
run; mutual accounts; postponements; interruptions; concealed
fraud; new promise; acknowledgment; sufficiency of promise;
part payment; payment of interest.
Accord and satisfaction. Sufficient consideration; security by
pledge or lien; several creditors, composition; sealed release.
Arbitration and award; submission purely voluntary; agreement
to submit; award; impeachment; error.
Law governing contracts. The lex loci or law of the place; the
general rule; exceptions; real property; remedy. Status of a
simple contract debt and debt on a bond or other specialty.
Negotiable contracts. Two important functions. Assignability
and negotiability. Elements of a negotiable contract: in writing;
signature; effect of seal; date; promise or order; status of an
I. O. U.; bill payable out of particular fund; payable in goods;
in "current funds"; the sum payable; instrument must contain
words of negotiability; delivery; instruments signed in blank;
competency to contract; infants; consideration; bona fide
holder for value; accommodation paper. Alteration, what material, and effect of.
Acceptance. Presentment; by whom made; to whom made;
place; time; manner; effect of failure to present at proper time;
form of acceptance; refusal to accept; refusal of drawee either to
accept or return the bill; effect of acceptance; acceptance for part
only, or otherwise differing from tenor of bill. Certified check.
Negotiation and transfer. Transfer by delivery; instrument payable to bearer; instrument indorsed in blank by payee, or by any
subsequent holder to whose order made payable. Liability incurred by transferrer by delivery; genuineness; competency of
parties; validity of obligation; title and right to transfer; as to
solvency of parties. Transfer by indorsement; different forms.
The indorsees contract; conditional liability; without recourse;
minor; restrictive indorsement; irregular indorsement; indorsement with waiver.
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Bona fide holder; what constitutes; defenses available; incapacity of parties; illegality; forgery or alteration; nondelivery;
negligence of maker; blank wrongfully filled; effect of mistake
or misrepresentation; overdue paper; burden of proof.
Presentment for payment. By whom made; to whom; place, if
fixed; if place not specified; day and hour; when maturity falls
on Sunday or legal holiday; meaning of " m o n t h " ; when payable
on demand; formalities; when the paper has been lost or destroyed.
Proceedings when payment refused. Notice: by whom given; to
whom; time; manner of giving; form and requisites. Foreign
bill; protest by notary public; when protest must be noted; certificate; notices.
Excuses for nonpresentment. Waiver of protest; waiver of demand and notice; war; political or social disturbances; public
calamities, etc.
Checks, certificates of deposit, collections. Ordinary deposits in
bank; payable on demand; check; drawee; bank bound in favor of
depositor; when presentment must be made; overdue checks;
death of drawer; attachment. Certification: form; effects; when
drawer and indorser released; indorser after certification; what
checks may be certified; forged check; forged indorsement;
altered amount; negligence of drawer. Proceedings of holder on
dishonor; indorsers. Certificates of deposit: form and nature;
demand; statute of limitations. Banks as collecting agents; due
diligence; liability.
[Negotiable instruments law. Adopted in New York and some
other states. Changes made by: sum payable certain, though
it is to be paid "with costs of collection or an attorney's fee, in
case payment shall not be made at m a t u r i t y " ; instrument negotiable, though it contains a provision t h a t "authorizes a confession
of judgment if the instrument is not paid at m a t u r i t y " ; instrument signed by agent without authority to bind alleged principal;
negotiable instrument given to pay or secure antecedent debt;
indorsement of cashier or other fiscal officer of bank or corporation binds the bank or corporation; holder "in due course" may
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enforce payment of full amount named in instrument, regardless
of what he paid for it; indorser in blank of note before delivery
to payee; what unqualified guaranties, even when restricted by
such words as "for collection" or "for deposit"; joint payees or
joint indorsers, how liable; holder of indorsed demand note must
demand within reasonable time after issue; rights of holder in
due course of an instrument t h a t has been materially altered
without privity of such holder; what constitutes material alteration; words of negotiability, what required; note drawn to
maker's own order, what required to complete. Days of grace;
paper falling due on Sunday or on legal holiday; calculating
time; legal holidays in the state of New York. Statutory definitions: acceptance; action; bank; bearer; bill; delivery; holder;
indorsement; instrument; issue; person; value.
Agency. Definition; distinction between agent and servant;
general agent; special agent; husband and wife; adverse interest;
appointment of agent; by implication; estoppel; by parole; by
writing; acknowledgment; ratification of act; manner of ratification; sub-agents. Authority: evidence of; general and special;
usage; apparent from former acts; power to sell land; personal
property; pledge; auction room; receiving payment for goods
sold; sale on credit; warranty; implied authority. Execution of
authority; sealed instrument; negotiable instrument; other simple contracts. Relations of principal and agent. Agent must
not reap benefit at expense of principal; all profits in course of
agency belong to principal. Rights of agent: revocation of
agency; full performance by agent; abandonment by agent; what
constitutes abandonment; agent for fixed term; right to reimbursement and indemnity. Agent's lien: general; special; when
agent may retain title or stop in transit. Rights of sub-agent
against principal.
Liability of principal to third parties. Agent acting within scope
of authority and disclosing his principal; when undisclosed principal becomes liable; third party can not hold both principal and
agent; what constitutes election by third party; effect on principal of agent's statements in course of the agency business; when
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notice to agent is notice to principal; liability of principal for
torts of agent.
Liability of agent to third parties. When contracting expressly
as agent of principal named, but without authority; otherwise, if
he fully disclosed the facts on which supposed agency depended;
when principal is incompetent or irresponsible; when money is
paid agent under mistake of fact, and agent notified before paying it to principal; for his torts, whether authorized by principal
or not.
Termination of agency. By original agreement and by act of
parties; incompetency or misconduct; engaging in other business
without principal's consent; manner of revocation; necessity of
notice to third parties; what constitutes notice; renunciation or
abandonment by agent. By operation of law: death of principal,
except when power is coupled with an interest; death of agent;
generally, insanity of either party; compensation on revocation by
death or insanity; usually, bankruptcy of either party; war between the respective countries of principal and agent.
Special forms of agency. Factor or commission merchant; general lien on all goods coming into his hands for sale; right to sue
and be sued in his own name. Broker: definition; scope of authority; special lien; brokers' notes. Auctioneer: public competitive sale; bidders; agent for seller till after sale; then becomes
agent of buyer, to sign memorandum required by statute of
frauds; no authority to sell on credit, unless specially given; right
to commission or fee. Attorney at law: agent of client.
Partnership. Legal entity; business view. Joint contractors;
legal view. Mutual agency; joint liability; trust and confidence;
liability by holding out; infant partner; married woman; nominal
partner; silent partner; secret partner; form of contract; what
the articles should cover; construction; beginning and duration
of partnership relation; firm name; continuance after death of
partner; goodwill; limited partnership. Firm capital and property: partners' interest; firm property and individual property;
real estate, how held; use of name of retired partner. Authority
of partners. Suretyship; power to borrow; pledge; mortgage;
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buying; collection; compromise; notice to partner; sale of personalty; warranty; collusion with buyer; sealed instrument;
clerks and agents; partner's power restricted by articles; torts;
fraud; extent of partner's liability; retiring partner..
Dissolution. Mutual consent; by act of one partner; partnership
at will; partnership for definite purpose; partnership for fixed
time; consent necessary; damages; decree of court. Grounds
for decree; misconduct; hopelessness of success; continuous
quarreling and hostility; fraud and deception; insanity. Receiver appointed on disagreement of partners, or deadlock.
Events that effect dissolution: death; marriage; war, when partners reside in antagonistic states; sale or destruction of all the
firm property; bankruptcy; voluntary assignment for benefit of
creditors. Notice of dissolution; what sufficient; former dealers;
non-dealers; effect of dissolution on p o w e r s of partners; surviving
partners; debts; compromise; unfulfilled contracts; other possible powers. Distribution and priority; partner's lien; assets
administered by court; partnership debts; individual creditors
and individual assets. Distribution as between partners; advances and expenses; negligence; branch of duty; order of distribution; advances, capital profits; loss of capital; money; skill
and experience; property contributed for use only.
Joint stock company. Partnership; transferable stock; executive
officers.
Corporations. Private corporation: nature and purpose; a legal
person or entity; debts and contracts; may contract with members., Stock corporations; formation; special act; general laws;
right open to all; preliminary steps; subscriptions; trustees or
directors; articles of association; t a x ; filing articles; promoters;
preliminary expenses.
Capital and capital stock. Distinction; shares of stock; certificates; membership; effect of subscription; calls; must be impartial; notice; capital stock a trust fund for the payment of
debts; watered stock; rights of non-assenting stockholders; in
what subscriptions may be paid; forfeiture; form of stock certificate; sale and transfer of shares; effect of sale and transfer on
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parties; importance of registry of transfer; calls and dividends;
rights of bona fide purchaser of certificate; lost or stolen certificate; forged certificate; forged assignment; shares held in trust.
Management. Power of majority; elective, legislative; changes
in company business; corporate meeting; quorum; each share entitled to one vote; proxy; cumulative voting; pledgee of stock not
a voter; place of meeting; how meeting may be called; notice;
special meeting; what law governs.
Officers and agents. Directors, term of office; powers; liabilities.
President; secretary; keeper of seal and corporate books; treasurer.
Property and contracts. Power to hold property; real; personal.
Contracts; validity; duty of persons dealing with corporations;
ultra vires acts and contracts; what constitutes ultra vires act;
grant to express power implies right to do things necessary to carry
such power into effect; accommodation paper; remedies for ultra
vires acts; trusts; corporations chartered by other states; form of
corporate contract; liability of corporation for torts.
Liability of shareholders to creditors. In general; by particular
statutes; when subscription not paid in; when shareholder has
participated in diversion of company capital; the trust fund doctrine; capital distributed as dividends; abortive attempt to form
corporation; ineffectual attempt to change a partnership to a
corporation.
Dividends. Discretionary with directors; must be equal and
just; preferred stock; declared dividend a liability; stock dividend; rightful owner of dividend as between vendor and vendee;
corporate officers protected, in absence of contrary notice, in payment to registered shareholder.
Sales of personal property. Effect of a present sale; effect of
executory sale. The contract. Who may sell: thief or finder as
vendor; can give no better title to innocent purchaser than he
himself has; exceptions to this rule; fraudulent possessor as vendor to bona fide purchaser for value without notice. Price: express bargain; no price fixed. The thing sold: must have actual
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or potential existence; after-acquired property; rights of third
parties.
Statute of frauds. Provisions: when price $50 or upward; acceptance and receipt of some portion of goods by buyer; binding the
bargain, or making part payment; note or memorandum signed by
party to be charged; when goods sold are yet to be manufactured;
when already in existence but unfinished; choses in action; broad
interpretation of "goods, wares and merchandise"; different articles or goods and services making up one transaction; form of
" n o t e or memorandum"; when acceptance and receipt must
take place; when earnest or part payment must be given.
Passing of title: unconditional sale of specific chattel; general
presumption; intention of parties; chattels not yet in possession of
seller; goods to be manufactured; portion of a mass; grain in mass
in public elevator or store; delivery and receipt of order or warehouse receipt; goods ordered from distant place; delivery to carrier; bill of lading; shipment C. 0. D.; delivery as against third
parties; what constitutes sufficient change of possession; fraud.
Warranties accompanying sale. Maxim of caveat emptor (buyer
takes risk); nature of warranty; consideration supporting; at time
of sale; at later period. Express warranty; mere assertion as to
value; words of praise, commendation or opinion. Implied warranty. Title; damages; sale by executor, trustee, pledgee, mortgagee, sheriff, etc; sale of goods not in possession of vendor, for
future delivery. Quality; goods bought of manufacturer; latent
defects; sales by sample; inspection of bulk by buyer; sales by
description; general description refers to kind of goods; must be
merchantable; goods sold for particular use; exception when buyer
selects on his own judgment; food products sold for immediate
domestic use; as between dealer and dealer; remedies for breach.
Performance of contract. Delivery; when enforcible; place;
specific agreement; general usage or previous course of dealing;
delivery to carrier; effect of such delivery; notification to buyer;
time; hour; opportunity for inspection; acceptance; payment.
Remedies. In behalf of seller: when title and possession have
passed to buyer; when part of goods delivered. Goods not re-
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ceived by buyer: damages; suit for price; resale; notice to buyer;
sale fairly conducted; proceeds. Special remedies. Lien; title
passed, possession retained; debt. Stoppage in transit; who may
exercise; conditions; full payment extinguishes right; beginning
and end of transit; resale in transit; bill of lading transferred to
sub-vendee; insolvency of buyer; seller's knowledge of; manner of
exercising right; effect of stoppage on other remedies.
In behalf of buyer: failure or refusal to deliver; damages;
specific performance. Breach of warranty; rescission; sale by
sample; damages; counterclaim; fraud.
Conditional sales. Condition precedent; title to pass at future
time. Instalment plan.
Chattel mortgage. Condition under the common law; right of
redemption; when and how mortgagor may redeem. Distinction
between mortgage and pledge; transfer of personal property with
agreement allowing repurchase but not to secure a debt, not subject to redemption if not repurchased within time specified; intention, What property mortgageable; form and requisites; recording or filing; description of property; the debt; future advances;
contingent liability; in fraud of creditors; renewal; possession and
profits of mortgaged property; sale, by mortgagor of mortgaged
chattels, of equity of redemption; assignment by mortgagee. Discharge; payment of mortgage debt; tender when due; tender after
default; mortgagor's rights after default; redemption; reasonable
time.
Bailments. Bailor and bailee; thing bailed to be returned;
grain warehouses or elevators.
General classification; broad
classification; negligence where bailment tortious; rights given
by bailee's special property in the thing bailed; can not dispute
bailor's title; must follow instructions; redelivery; excuses for
nondelivery; right of lien.
Gratuitous bailments. Deposit; distinguished from loan or general deposit in bank; presumption regarding nature of deposit;
no consideration paid for keeping; degree of care; right to use.
Loans for use; bailee liable for any negligence; ordinary expenses connected with thing loaned.
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Bailments for mutual benefit. Bailments for hire; in general.
Hire for use; consideration; duty of bailor; bailee must use reasonable care; liability of warehouseman; what is reasonable care;
warehouse receipts; negotiability; warehouseman's charges; particular lien.
Pledge and collateral security. Commercial importance; nature
of pledge; incorporeal pledge; pledgor and pledgee; pledge distinguished from lien and mortgage; delivery of pledge necessary;
what constitutes delivery; things that can not be passed from
hand to hand; documents representing and conveying title to
bulky goods; bills and notes; corporate stocks; possession retained by pledgee; the debt secured; pledgee's duty; special property of pledgee; right to use pledge; increase or profits; expenses;
assignment by pledgee; rights and liabilities of pledgee of corporate stock; enforcement of contract; sale; demand and notice;
sale under power; foreclosure in equity; surplus; deficiency;
pledgee's remedies; negotiable instruments; diligence in collecting; extinguishment of pledge.
Exceptional bailments. Carriers of goods; bailment principles
apply throughout. Private carriers; basis of liability.
Common carriers. Must carry for all alike; carriage for hire only;
safe; delivery; reasonable dispatch. Exceptions as to liability;
act of God or public enemy; act of shipper; public authority; inherent nature of thing carried. Public nature of employment;
what bound to carry and where; beginning of liability; grounds
for refusal to accept and carry; when freight payable; bill of
lading or receipt; must be signed by authorized agent; may pass
title to goods; recitals as to condition of goods; weight, quality,
etc.; connecting carriers; liability of first carrier. Carriage of live
stock; due care and diligence. Liability limited by special stipulation and contract; usually not against negligence; the law in
New York; effect: of public notices; stipulation as to value; burden of proof as to cause of loss. Preferences; perishable freight.
End of contract. Delivery; to whom made; place; reasonable
time for removal; notice; delivery by express companies; C. O. D.
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goods; adverse title; liability as to goods stopped in transit by
shipper's order. Rights of the carrier; special property in goods
carried; compensation; excessive charge; carrier's lien.
Carriers of passengers. Liability for safety; greatest possible
care and diligence; not insurers'; contributory negligence; baggage; hand bags or parcels retained in passenger's possession.
Innkeepers. Guests and their belongings; how liability for valuables modified; regular boarders; lien; duties toward traveling
public.
Telegraph companies. Not common carriers in a strict sense;
must transmit all lawful messages in order received; stipulations
limiting liability.
Guaranty and suretyship. Distinction as to guaranty, suretyship and indorsement; guarantor's undertaking; demand and
timely notice of default; notice to surety unnecessary; consideration; form of contract; statute of frauds; guaranty of collection;
diligence. Surety's rights after payment; indemnity; contribution of joint sureties; payment by surety must be compulsory;
subrogation; creditor who has received securities must hold them
as trustee for benefit of surety or guarantor. Discharge of surety;
release of principal; extension of time to principal; material
alteration of contract; release of cosurety; concealment of principal's defaults. Assignment of guaranty.
Fire insurance. Property or interest insured; insurable interest,
what constitutes; reinsurance; change of interest; cause of fire,
how far material; warranty and representation distinguished;
kinds of warranties; representation, when material; concealment;
what need not be disclosed; what must be disclosed; agent of
assured. Change of title: assignment of policy; alteration;
change of risk; other insurance; vacancy; adjacent buildings;
builder's risk; use and occupation; location of personal property;
removal. Notice and proof of loss; fraud and false swearing;
waiver and estoppel; waiver by insurer of notice and' proofs of
loss; adjustment; measure of indemnity; reinsurer's liability; more
than one insurer.
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Life insurance. Nature of contract; beneficiary; insurable interest; rule applied when beneficiary makes contract with insurer; relationship; relations by contract; creditor; representations and warranties; concealment; premiums; nonforfeitable
policies; clauses and conditions; hazardous employment; travel;
death in violation of law; suicide; assignment; change of beneficiaries; notice and proofs of death.
Accident insurance. Death from accident; indemnity during disability; fixed sum for certain permanent injuries; business or occupation of insured; notice and proofs of accident.
Shipping. 'Branch of the law merchant; registration; license
and enrolment; transfer by sale or mortgage.
Real property. Definition and nature. Estates in real property:
fee simple, absolute ownership; for life; arising from marriage;
dower; homestead; estate for years; joint estate; survivorship;
tenancy in common; estate on condition.
Title to real property. By descent; by last will and testament;
importance of complying with statutory requirements in execution
of will; care in drawing; title by adverse possession; actions for
recovery against; title by involuntary alienation; eminent domain,
sale for support or benefit of incompetents, sale for taxes, sale
under execution or decree. Title by private grant; contract
for sale of real property; binding on vendor and vendee; abstract
of title; who bound to prepare deed. Conveyance of real property.
The deed; in writing; parties; kinds of deeds; quitclaim, conveys
grantor's title; warranty, personal covenants; date; name and
description of parties; consideration; good, valuable; granting
clause.
Mortgage. Purposes and uses; a lien and not an estate; what
may be mortgaged; form; deed intended as mortgage; respective
rights of mortgagor and mortgagee; possession of mortgaged
premises; assignment of mortgage; assignment of debt secured by
mortgage; satisfaction of record; priority of record; foreclosure;
power of sale clause; deed of trust.
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Landlord and tenant. Lessor and lessee or tenant; lease; term;
tenancy or leasehold; characteristics of lessee's interest; chattel
real; what may be leased; what tenant may remove.
Mechanics lien. Nature; beginning; what covered by; effect of
prior mortgage on property; how perfected; assignment; subcontractors and material men; enforcement; lis pendens.
Estate of person deceased. Will; who may make; proceedings
under. Intestate; statutory distribution; appointment of administrator; qualification; procedure.
Bankruptcy. Fundamental principle; a matter of statutory construction. National bankruptcy act of 1898. Courts of bankruptcy; extent of jurisdiction. Referees and trustees; powers
and duties; compensation. Who are bankrupts; acts of bankruptcy; involuntary bankruptcy; voluntary bankruptcy.
Petition: who may file; schedule of estate; corporation; partnership;
exempt property; composition with creditors; when bankrupt
may be arrested or detained. Discharge and its effects.
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Examination Papers
Following are the question paper* used in former examinations.

Examination Department
I42D

EXAMINATION

1ST ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

T H E O R Y OF ACCOUNTS
T u e s d a y , December 15, 1896 — 9:15 a. m. to 12:15 p. m., only
'' The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 1, 2, 4, 8, 13, and five of the others but no more. If
more than five of these other questions are answered only the first five
of these answers will be considered. Each complete answer will receive
10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating
by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each one of
the questions you have answered.
Use only one side of sheet.

1 State the essential principles of double entry bookkeeping
and show wherein it differs from single entry bookkeeping.
2 Describe the following and show wherein they differ: (a)
trial balance, (b) balance sheet, (c) statement of affairs, (d)
realization and liquidation account.
3 In devising a system of accounts for a business, what are
the main subjects for consideration, and in what order should
they have attention?
4 Describe the following and show wherein they differ: (a)
revenue account, (b) trading account, (c) profit and loss account,
(d) deficiency account.
5 State the purposes for which series of perpendicular columns are employed in books of original entry and how these
purposes may be accomplished relative to the following conditions : (a) several ledgers comprehended in one system of accounts, (b) several departments comprehended in one business,
(c) several accounts comprehended in income and expenditure.
6 Describe the following and show wherein they differ: (a)
statement of income and expenditure, (b) statement of receipts
and payments.
7 Describe a method of keeping accounts so that the aggregate sums due from customers and due to creditors can be
known without preparing a schedule of the accounts of such
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customers and creditors, and so that an independent balance
of the ledger, containing only the real, nominal, special and
controlling accounts, exclusive of the individual accounts of
customers and of trade creditors may be taken.
8 Define and differentiate: (a) capital and revenue, (b) capital receipts and revenue receipts, (c) capital expenditure and
revenue expenditure.
9 How may the accounts in a trial balance be best arranged
to facilitate the preparation of a business and financial statement?
10 Define and differentiate: (a) fixed assets and cash assets,
(b) fixed liability and floating indebtedness, (c) fixed charges
and operating expenses.
11 Describe the following kinds of accounts: (a) personal,
(b) impersonal, (c) real, (d) nominal, (e) current, (f) summary.
12 Describe the process and state some of the purposes of
analyzing a ledger.
13 Describe the nature of the following accounts: (a) sinking
fund, (b) reserve fund, (c) redemption fund, (d) depreciation
fund, (e) contingent fund, ( f ) investment fund.
14 Define the following: (a) stock, (b) capital, (c) surplus,
(d) deficiency, (e) capital stock, (f) preferred stock, (g) common
stock, (h) share capital, (i) loan capital.
15 Describe the nature of the following accounts: (a) merchandise, (b) construction, (c) consignment, (d) joint, (e) subscription, ( f ) expense, (g) maintenance, (h) venture, (i) suspense, ( j ) dividend.
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Examination Department
146TH EXAMINATION
2 D ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

THEORY OF ACCOUNTS
Tuesday, June 15, 1897 — 9:15 a. m. to 12:15 p. m., only
" T h e r e g e n t s of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates tinder this act, a n d m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . "
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer
questions 1-5 and five of the others but no more. If more
than five of these other questions are answered
only the first five of
these answers will be considered.
Each complete answer will
receive
JO credits.
Do not repeat questions but write answers only,
designating
by number as in question paper.
Check the number ( ) of each one of
the questions you have answered.
Use only one side of sheet.

1 Describe the principal books of account of some concern
with which you are familiar and show the relation and connection of these books.
2 What various meanings may an entry in a ledger account
have, on (a) the debit side, (b) the credit side?
3 Show the advantages and the disadvantages of the column
system for books of original entry.
4 Describe the process of closing the ledger of a mercantile
firm.
5 In what ways may bad or doubtful debts be disposed of at
the close of a fiscal period?
6 What are the functions of the cash-book? Describe the
peculiarities of one or more cash-books with which you are
familiar.
7 In what order should the several items in a balance sheet
be placed? Give reasons for your answer.
8 Describe a bill-book and show its relation to (a) the bills
receivable account, (b) the bills payable account.
9 How should one proceed to detect an error in a trial
balance?
10 State various ways of treating the bank balance in connection with cash on hand.
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11 Describe the merchandise account as ordinarily kept.
Show how it may be subdivided and suggest improvements.
12 How may a set of books be changed from single entry to
double entry?
13 Describe various uses of the journal.
14 What are the functions of a real estate account? What
entries may it properly have on each side?
15 Describe the stock ledger (shares ledger) of a corporation and show how it is kept.
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149TH EXAMINATION
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EXAMINATION

THEORY OF ACCOUNTS
T u e s d a y , December 14, 1897 — 9: 15 a. m. to 12: 15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of persons
applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board of three examiners
for the purpose . . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer the first five questions and five of the others but no more. If more than
five of the others are answered only the first five answers will be considered. Each
complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers
only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number (V) of each
one of the questions you have answered.

1 What are the main features of difference between a trial balance
taken out at the end of a fiscal year before the books of a business
are closed, and one taken out immediately after the books are
closed ?
2 What is meant by (a) capital, (b) working capital? Why is
capital always shown on a balance sheet as a liability ?
3 Formulate journal entries to express fully each of the following
transactions:
(a) a sale of goods for a note bearing interest, (b) the discounting
of the above mentioned note at a bank, (c) the annulling of a personal
account as uncollectable, (d) the adjusting of an interest account for
interest earned but not yet collected.
4 Under what circumstances is a patent regarded as an asset ?
After a patent has been valued, should such value be considered as
permanent ? Give reasons for your answer.
5 In the opening of a ledger, what principle should be followed as
to the order of arrangement of the accounts ? Show the advantages
of different plans.
6 Describe a set of books for a commission merchant. Show the
relation of each book to the other books of the set.
7 State what is meant by a cost sheet, showing its advantages and
how it is made up. Give a form of cost sheet for some manufacturing
business with which you are familiar.
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8 What is meant by the good-will of a business ? Under what
circumstances does it become important to determine the value of the
good-will of a business ?
9 Mention five classes of ledgers and describe the peculiar features
of each class.
10 Describe the following, and state the distinguishing feature of
each: (a) income account, (b) surplus account, (c) suspense account,
(d) reserve fund.
11 Define (a) funded debt,(b)floating indebtedness, (c)fixedcharges.
May interest on floating debt properly be considered a fixed charge ?
12 State cases in which leases have a value that should appear
in the accounts. How should provision be made in such cases for
the falling out of such value at the expiration of the leases ?
13 In case of discrepancy in a trial balance how may the accountant
ascertain which side is erroneous ?
14 How may the gross profit or loss on merchandise be ascertained ?
15 Describe the profit and loss account. Show how this account
is made up and from what; accounts it is made. What does the
balance of the profit and loss account represent, and how should such
balance be finally treated ?
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154TH EXAMINATION
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EXAMINATION

THEORY OF ACCOUNTS
Tuesday, June 14, 1898—9:15 a. m. to 12 :15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of persons
applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board of three examiners
for the purpose . , . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer the first five questions and five of the others but no more. If more than
five of the others are answered only the first five answers will be considered. Each
complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers
only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each
one of the questions you have answered.

1 Describe fully each of the following accounts, showing what
entries may be made on each side and what disposition should be
made of the balance: (a) cash account, (b) interest account, (c) merchandise account, (d) suspense account, (e) real estate account.
2 Describe the following securities and show the essential features
of each: (a) common stock, (b) preferred stock, (c) income bonds, (d)
debenture bonds, (e) mortgage bonds.
3 Describe the process of taking a trial balance. State the purposes of the balance and show its relations to the balance sheet.
4 Give a rule for averaging the maturity of the balance of an
account containing items of various dates on each side.
5 State in the form of journal entries the following transactions:
(a) a note of a customer returned with protest charges from the bank
where it had been left for collection, (b) the setting aside for wear and
tear of a portion of the value of machinery, (c) the adjustment of
interest accrued but not yet payable on a mortgage, (d) accommodation paper indorsed by the firm when coupon bonds are received as
security.
6 In case of bonds purchased at a premium or at a discount, to
be held till maturity, state how the price should be disposed of on the
books at purchase, at maturity and at any intervening time.
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7 Formulate, in an imaginary case, the journal entry or entries for
the conversion of a partnership into a joint stock company with the
same resources and. liabilities.
8 Describe a voucher record for the expenditures of a corporation.
9 What is meant by good-will?
What kind of property is goodwill? May the good-will of a partnership be sold?
10 What names are given to accounts that represent the excess of
assets over liabilities ? Differentiate these names in their application
to various kinds of business.
11 What is the proper course of procedure in taking charge of the
bookkeeping of a firm that has either no books of account or very
imperfect ones ?
12 Describe fully a system by which occasional small sales made on
credit to persons not regular customers may be recorded without
opening a separate account with each purchaser.
13 Describe the most complicated form of cash-book with which
you are acquainted, showing its functions, the sources from which its
materials are derived and where its results are carried.
14 Describe fully the method of keeping a bills receivable account,
and state the connection of the account with the bill-book.
15 As the bookkeeper of a firm that had no articles of copartnership, what would be your duty on learning of the death of a partner?
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College D e p a r t m e n t
5TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

T H E O R Y OF ACCOUNTS
T u e s d a y , December 13, 1898 — 9.15 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., only
The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . '
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer the first five questions and five of the others but no more.
If more than five of the others are answered only the first five answers
will be considered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do
not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number
as in question paper.
Check the number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Papers entitled to 75 or more credits will
be accepted.

1 Define debit, credit, debtor, creditor.
State the general
law, growing out of the relationship of debtor and creditor,
that governs double entry bookkeeping. What is the result of
a debit entry? of a credit entry?
2 Mention the different classes into which accounts are usually divided. Give the names of the principal accounts of each
class. Which class or classes of accounts close into loss and
gain account? Mention the principal accounts common to mercantile bookkeeping and state the purposes of each.
3 Define assets, liabilities. What are fixed assets, quick assets ?
In making up a general statement of assets and liabilities, what
groups of accounts constitute assets and what constitute liabilities? State how to treat, on closing the books, assets and liabilities accrued but not actually due (such as interest receivable
and payable, taxes, insurance, commissions, salaries, rents).
4 Describe the different methods of determining the loss or
gain of a business. How is the loss or gain of a business determined from books kept by single entry? State the usual
mode of procedure when the books are kept by double entry.
5 State the purpose of (a) consignment account, (b) shipment or adventure account, (c) adventure joint account, (d)
merchandise company account. Describe how each should be
opened, conducted and closed.
6 Describe the entries necessary to open a set of double entry books. In what respect is the double entry system preferable to the single entry system?
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7 Describe the process of changing single entry books to
double entry. What additional accounts are required? Is it
necessary to disturb any accounts already opened in the ledger,
or to keep such accounts differently after the change?
8 Describe in detail the manner of closing a double entry
ledger. How should the results of the business be stated?
Why is property unsold credited to the account to which it belongs before closing? How should worthless and doubtful
debts be treated in closing?
9 State the entries necessary to open a set of corporation
books so that the assets may appear properly on the ledger.
What books are necessary in corporation accounting that are not
necessary in mercantile accounting? What does the capital account show? Define preferred stock, common stock, watered stock.
10 State the object of each of the following: plant account,
capital account, surplus or reserve fund account, redemption
fund account, depreciation account.
11 What should be done regarding the books on the admission of a new partner into a firm? What entry should be made
(a) when cash is invested for a certain share in the gains and
losses, (d) when a specified amount is paid to the old members
for a certain share in the gains and losses?
12 What is understood by cost or factory bookkeeping? What
is shown by the cost books? What are the principal items entering into the cost of manufactured products?
13 What is meant by the voucher system of bookkeeping?
Describe the voucher record book.
14 How should executors' and administrators' accounts be
stated for the purpose of filing in court? What does the summary of accounts usually include ? What are assets of the estate?
When are dividends, interest and rents to be treated as principal? Define an intermediate account. What is a final account?
With what does the executor charge himself? For what does
he take credit?
15 What is the duty of the assignee's accountant in the case
of an assignment? How is the inventory stated? What are
included in the schedules? How is the assignee's account
stated for submission to the court? What does the summary of
account usually include? With what does the assignee charge
himself? For what does he take credit?
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College Department:
6TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

THEORY OF ACCOUNTS
Tuesday, June 13, 1899 — 9.15 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., only
' The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . '
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer the first five questions and five of the others but no more.
If more than five of the others are answered only the first five answers
will be considered. Do not repeat questions but write answers only,
designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of
each one of the questions you have answered. Each complete answer
will receive 10 credits. Papers entitled to 75 or mere credits will be
accepted.

1 State and explain the two principal purposes for which accounts are kept.
2 What important features of a business are shown by double
entry bookkeeping that single entry books can not show? Explain clearly.
3 Describe the ordinary merchandise account and state its
purpose. Does it fully accomplish the purpose desired? Give
reasons for your answer.
4 Describe a voucher record and the process of conducting
a vouchers payable system. State fully the advantage of this
system.
5 Recommend, with all necessary explanations, a set of
books peculiarly adapted to the use of a firm that deals exclusively in butter, cheese and eggs, at wholesale, retail and on
commission, and has three branches in the same city, the books
being kept at the main store.
6 Define the following terms as applied to accounts: personal, real, nominal, resource, liability.
Mention two real and
three nominal accounts.
7 Describe the nature of the following accounts: consignment, trading, suspense, construction, subscription.
8 Formulate and explain a rule for determining whether an
account should be debited or credited in any given transaction.
Explain the application of the principle.
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9 Describe a safe and easy system of keeping the account of
goods returned, (a) as buyer, (b) as seller.
10 State explicitly and fully the function of the profit and loss
account. Distinguish between the function of the profit and
loss account and that of the balance sheet.
11 Some proprietors keep a private ledger of their business,
to which bookkeepers and clerks have no access. Explain the
purpose of such a book, and show what accounts it usually contains and how it is made to agree with the general ledger.
12 State the theory and purpose of each of the following, and
show wherein they differ: (a) reserve fund, (b) sinking fund.
13 State the general theory of the balance sheet. On what
theory does the English form of balance sheet differ from the
continental and American form? Give an argument either for
or against the English form.
14 Define permanent assets, floating assets. Show how each
should be treated in ascertaining the standing of a business at
any specified time. State the theory of each step in the process.
15 Describe two forms of sales ledger and the process of entering the sales in each. Explain the advantage of each form.
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EXAMINATION

THEORY OF ACCOUNTS
Tuesday, January 23, 1900 — 9.15 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., only
"The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. Answers in excess of the number
required will not be considered. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number as in question paper.
Check the
number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Papers entitled to 75 or more
credits will be accepted.

1 What is meant by double entry and how does it differ essentially from single entry? Show the advantages of recording
every business transaction in two or more different accounts.
2 State what is indicated by each of the following ledger
accounts, a) when the account shows a debit balance, b) when
the account shows a credit balance: loss and gain, merchandise, customer's ledger, purchase ledger, Chicago branch or
agency, insurance, rent, interest, commission. Explain fully.
3 Describe a private ledger. Describe the process of opening a private ledger for a mercantile firm. What relation would
the private ledger bear to the general trial balance?
4 Define auditing, accounting, bookkeeping, and show the relation of each to the others.
5 You are required to suggest a method of bookkeeping and
to undertake the annual balancing of the books of a large
wholesale or jobbing establishment. What general methods in
the bookkeeping would you recommend, and what plan would
you adopt to expedite your work?
6 Describe a sinking-fund. How should the account of such
a fund be conducted in the case of a manufacturing corporation
that bonds its works for $100,000, payable in 20 years, and
wishes to accumulate during that period the sum necessary to
retire the bonds at maturity?
7 What is a controlling account ? Give an illustration of the
use of such an account.
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8 Show what is meant by the following terms: closing the
books, balancing the books, making out a statement, preparing
a balance-sheet, taking off a trial balance.
9 Describe a means for the protection of a manufacturing
company in the purchase of necessary materials and supplies
and in the payment for such materials and supplies.
10 State the process of making a trial balance of a single
entry ledger. How may the loss or gain be determined from
books kept by single entry?
11 A mercantile house draws on its customers at sight, depositing its drafts in bank. Occasionally a draft is returned
dishonored.
What entry should be made when a draft is
drawn, and what counter-entry should be made when the draft
is returned dishonored?
12 Describe a plan for handling invoices of materials purchased for the use of a factory, payments for which are to be
made at the best discount date.
13 Describe an approved system of recording and vouching
petty cash transactions.
14 Give the ruling of a stock or shares ledger for a corporation. Show how this book is kept, and indicate its relation to
the general books of account.
15 Illustrate a columnar cash-book, a columnar journal, and
a columnar sales-book. What general requirements should be
observed in designing such books? Give an estimate of the
utility of the columnar plan.
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8TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

THEORY OF ACCOUNTS
Tuesday, June 12, 1900 — 9.15 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., only
"The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. Answers in excess of the number
required will not be considered. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number as in question paper.
Check the
number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Papers entitled to 75 or mors
credits will be accepted.

1 State one general rule that will embrace all the principles
governing double entry bookkeeping. Define journalizing, in
its broadest sense.
2 What is the result of a debit entry? of a credit entry?
Illustrate in the case of an account of each of the following
classes: a) personal, b) real, c) nominal.
3 State the characteristic distinctions between single entry
bookkeeping and double entry bookkeeping. What are the
advantages of double entry over single entry?
4 In double entry bookkeeping, why are the debits on the
left and the credits on the right?
5 Define the following accounting and business terms: floating capital, fixed capital, quick assets, floating liabilities, nominal accounts, passive assets, passive liabilities.
6 In making up a business statement or a balance-sheet,
why are the assets placed as debits and the liabilities as credits?
Are there any exceptions to this rule ?
7 Describe the entries necessary to open a set of double
entry books for a firm just starting in business.
8 In closing the ledger accounts of an ordinary business for
the purpose of a general exhibit of affairs, what order should
be observed?
9 Define and differentiate reserve fund, sinking fund, depreciation, surplus. Classify the foregoing as assets or liabilities
and give reasons in each case. Explain the meaning of an
item in suspense.
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10 What is understood by the term net profit?
State the
final disposition of net profit in the books of a partnership; of
a corporation.
11 What is a stock (or shares) ledger? Explain the nature
of its records and describe the manner in which they are made.
What relation does this book bear to the general books of the
corporation?
12 Describe and illustrate at least three forms of ledgers
adapted to customers' accounts, and state the form you prefer
for some specific class of accounts.
13 What plan would you suggest for recording in the books
of a large mercantile firm its contingent liabilities incurred
by indorsements on bills receivable?
14 What distinction would you make in an ordinary set of
books, as to debits to the merchandise account; incidental expenses of the business; losses such as bad debts, destruction of
property, etc.?
15 Give a rule for averaging an account not yet due, for the
purpose of settling by note.
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EXAMINATION

1ST ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING
T u e s d a y , December 15, 1896—1:15 to 4:15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 1 and 2 and two of the others but no more. If
more than two of these other questions are answered only the first two
of these answers will be considered. Each complete answer will receive
25 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating
by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each one of
the questions you have answered.
Use only one side of sheet.
1 J o n e s & R o b i n s o n , m e r c h a n t s , a r e u n a b l e t o m e e t their
obligations. F r o m t h e i r b o o k s a n d t h e t e s t i m o n y of t h e i n solvent d e b t o r s t h e following s t a t e m e n t of t h e i r c o n d i t i o n is
ascertained:
Cash on hand
$5,500
00
Debtors: $1000 good; $600 doubtful, but estimated to produce
$200; $1000 bad
2,600 00
Property, estimated to produce
$9000
14,000 00
Bills receivable, good
4,250 00
Other securities: $3000 pledged with partially secured creditors ; remainder held by the fully secured creditors
28,000 00
Jones, drawings
9,000 00
Robinson, drawings
8,400 00
Sundry losses
13,500 00
Trade expenses
7,400 00
Creditors, unsecured
25,000 00
Creditors, partially secured
23,900 00
Creditors, fully secured
17,000 00
Preferential claims: wages, salaries and taxes
700 00
Jones, capital
,
10,000 00
Robinson, capital
16,050 00
Prepare a statement of affairs, showing the liabilities and
the assets with respect to their realization and liquidation;
also a deficiency account, showing such of the above stated particulars as would account for the deficiency shown by the
statement of affairs.
2 A, B and C enter into partnership January 1, 1895.
A
contributes $8500, B $5500, and C $4500.
The profits and
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losses are to be divided in the same proportion. December
31, 1895, the partners agree that before dividing profits and
losses there shall be charged as an expense of the business and
placed to their individual credit, salaries as follows: A $8oo,
B $700, C $600.
December 31, 1895, the trial balance of their books showed
the following:
Capital, A

.

Capital, B
Capital, C
Cash on h a n d and in b a n k
Stock, J a n u a r y 1, 1895
Purchases
Sales
Plant and fixtures
Book accounts receivable, including consignments.
Consignments
T r a d e creditors
Loan account
Loan interest
Salaries
Wages
T r a d i n g expenses
Interest and discount.
Losses on exchange
Commissions
Drawings, A (includes $800, salary allowance)
Drawings, B (includes 700, salary allowance)
Drawings, C (includes 600, salary allowance)

$1,900 48
11,550 00

51,666 70
25,650 80

2,068 92
20,745 83
33,822 70

14,855 66
6,250 00
125 00

1,257
2,025
1,052
1.273
2,108

00
00
65
45
00

2,750 25

2,345 65
1,97043
$102,714 36

$102,714 36

Their inventory of stock on hand December 31, 1895, amounted
to $11,337.50. Unexpired insurance premiums $91. December 31, 1895, $300 was paid for January (1896) rent in advance.
Prepare a trading account (cost as against proceeds), a profit
and loss account and a balance sheet, also partners' capital
accounts as of December 31, 1895, allowing 6$ interest on
capital and reserving2½%for losses on consignments.
3 A buys a gas business at receiver's sale, taking over the
entire plant, subject to a bonded indebtedness of $9500. A
sells the same to the B Gas company, incorporated under the
laws of the state of New York for the purpose of acquiring
this property from him, and having an authorized capital of
$30000, divided into 300 shares of $100 each. C, D and E
subscribe each for one share of the capital stock of the company, and the company purchases the property from A for 297
shares and assumes the bonded indebtedness stated.
On making and appraising an inventory of the property for
the purpose of distribution to proper accounts, the following
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conservative values, exclusive of good will, franchise rights,
etc., are ascertained:
Land
$2,000
Buildings
,
Coal-gas plant, machinery a n d
fittings
Water-gas plant, machinery and fittings
Mains
Meters
Supplies
Office furniture a n d
fixtures
Sundry other items
$49,000

6,000

00
00
3,800 00
6,000 00
27,000 00
1,20000
1,500 00
300 00
1,200 00
00

Frame the necessary entries to open the company's books
and show the capital stock and the fixed assets on the face of
the ledger. Prepare a balance sheet.
4 Three partners invest capital as follows: A $100,000,
B $60,000, C $40,000. On this basis of capital investment
which is to remain intact, they share profits and losses in the
proportion of A 47½%, B 27½%, C 25%, in addition to specified
salaries.
At the end of the year the partnership terminates with a
loss of $10,000, which includes the salaries drawn by the partners. It appears that C had drawn against prospective profits
to the amount of $5000, and thereby impaired his capital investment by said amount.
They discontinue business and
proceed to liquidate and distribute the surplus assets monthly
as realized. C engages in other business, leaving A and B to
attend to the realization and liquidation of the firm's affairs.
A and B jointly are to charge C 5% for collecting and paying
to him his share in the surplus assets.
The amounts collected monthly, less liabilities liquidated
and expenses and losses on realization (exclusive of the 5% collection charged to C, the amount of which is to be equally
divided between A and B), are as follows:
First month
Second month
Third month
Fourth month
Fifth month
Last month

$20,250

50
30,490 75
60,890 25
58,725 10
6,717 68
4,425 72
$181,500

00
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Prepare partners' accounts showing the amounts payable
monthly to each without prejudice to the rights or individual
interests of the others.
5 On January 15, 1896, A of New York sent to B of London,
account sales showing net proceeds due February 15, 1896,
$17,500, and remitted 60 day sight exchange at $4.82 for balance of account.
A had, on November 15, 1895, invested $5000 in a demand
draft, exchange at $4.85, which he remitted to B, and on December 15, 1895, he had further remitted to B a 30 day date draft
for £1759, 16s. 8d., exchange at $4.83, drawn on C of London,
who owed A $9000 on open account. Interest to be calculated
at6%(360 day basis), London date 12 days subsequent to New
York date.
Prepare account current as rendered by A to B ; also the
accounts of B and C as they appear in A's ledger.
6 A, B and C agree to purchase and sell coffee for their
joint account.
They purchase 3000 bags of coffee for $58,500, and one
month thereafter sell the same at 16 cents per lb., (say 130 lbs.
to the bag). The warehouse charges, labor, cartage, weighing,
brokerage, etc. amount to $600.
A contributes cash
B contributes note at 4 months
Discount at 6% on same

$20,000
$19,000
00
?

C contributes cash
C contributes note at 3 months
Discount at 6% on same

$18,900
$2,500

00
?
00

00
?

?

?
$59,982 50

It was arranged that each should contribute equally to the
requisite purchase money, in default of which, interest at 6%
per annum for the month covering the transaction was to be
calculated between them, to equalize their respective contributions.
Prepare an account of the venture; also separate accounts of
A, B and C, showing the share of each in the final net proceeds.
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Examination Department
I 4 6 T H EXAMINATION
2D ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, June 15, 1897—1:15 to 5:15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates u n d e r this act, a n d m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . "
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer
questions 1 and 2 and two of the others but no more. If
more than two of these other questions are answered only the first two
of these answers will be considered.
Each complete answer will
receive
25 credits.
Do not repeat questions but write answers only,
designating
by number as in question paper.
Check the number ( ) of each one of
the questions you have answered.
Use only one side of sheet.

1 Messrs Green & Sharp, having given the firm notes to a
friendly company as an accommodation, became embarrassed
through failure of the payee and appointed a trustee to realize
and liquidate. The following is a statement of their condition
January 1, 1896:
ASSETS
Cash on h a n d and in bank
Stock of goods
Real estate
Bills receivable
Book debts receivable (including accommodation account of payee
$58,000)

$500
20,000
25,000
5,000
62,000

LIABILITIES
Mortgage on real estate
"
interest, accrued to J a n u a r y 1, 1896
Taxes
Book debts payable (including accommodation paper
of payee,
$58,000)
Bills payable
H e n r y Maxwell, special partner
Samuel Green, capital
J a m e s Sharp
$112,500

.

$5,000
250
375
61,550
1,000
10,000
20, 325
14,000
$112,500

The following is a memorandum of the trustee's transactions for the year: purchases to complete contract orders
$70,000; sales for year for cash $108,000; uncollected accounts
$2,000; stock of goods on hand December 31, 1896 $10,000;
bills receivable collected at a loss of $600; book debts receivable, collected $3,600, balance lost; received 75% in full settlement of accommodation notes, and paid cash on account of
same $48,000, giving renewal notes for $10,000. T h e legal
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fees, i n t e r e s t a n d p e t t y e x p e n s e s paid on a c c o u n t of a c c o m m o d a t i o n p a p e r a m o u n t e d to $2,400.
T h e following p a y m e n t s w e r e also m a d e : m o r t g a g e , w i t h
i n t e r e s t , a n d o n e y e a r ' s accrued i n t e r e s t t o D e c e m b e r 31, 1896;
t a x e s , bills p a y a b l e a n d book a c c o u n t s p a y a b l e ; c l e r k h i r e ,
w a g e s a n d o t h e r b u s i n e s s e x p e n s e s , w i t h allowance of $ 1 0 0
p e r m o n t h t o each of t h e p a r t n e r s , o n e y e a r ' s i n t e r e s t a t 6% to
special p a r t n e r , i n t e r e s t on G r e e n ' s s u r p l u s c a p i t a l ($6,325) o n e
y e a r at 6% a n d t h e t r u s t e e ' s fee of $5000 — in all $10,000.
T h e special p a r t n e r h a d a n i n t e r e s t of 1/10 a n d t h e g e n e r a l
p a r t n e r s s h a r e d alike in t h e r e s i d u e of t h e n e t profits a n d losses.
O n J a n u a r y 1, 1897, t h e e s t a t e r e v e r t e d t o t h e firm..
P r e p a r e (a) t r u s t e e ' s realization a n d l i q u i d a t i o n a c c o u n t s ,
(b) b a l a n c e sheet of t h e e s t a t e at t e r m i n a t i o n of t r u s t , (c) p a r t n e r s ' accounts.
2 T h e l e d g e r of J e n k i n s & B r o w n showed at t h e e n d of t h e
fiscal y e a r t h e following b a l a n c e s :
Henry Jenkins
$18,950
Arthur Brown
18,950
Cash on hand and in bank
$3,000
Bills receivable
750
Book accounts receivable
18,000
Inventory. Raw material
$8,000
Labor

Manufactured goods

12,000

6,500
26,500

Accounts payable
Bills payable

2,350
8,000
$48,250
$48,250
P u r s u a n t to a g r e e m e n t each p a r t n e r h a d d r a w n $2,800 as
salary w h i c h h a d b e e n c h a r g e d as a n e x p e n s e to t h e b u s i n e s s .
T h e profits or losses w e r e t h e n divided equally. T h e r e s u l t s
for t h e period j u s t e n d e d s h o w e d a n e t loss of $2,500, w h i c h
t h e p a r t n e r s w e r e u n a b l e to u n d e r s t a n d i n view of t h e fact t h a t
t h e y h a d d o n e a b u s i n e s s of $100,000, a n d a c c o r d i n g t o t h e i r
cost calculations t h i s should h a v e p r o d u c e d a profit o v e r a n d
a b o v e t h e i r salaries. T h e b o o k s w e r e carefully c h e c k e d w i t h o u t t h e discovery of a n y t h i n g to c h a n g e t h e r e s u l t s , a n d a certified public a c c o u n t a n t w a s e n g a g e d to e x p l a i n t h e u n a c c o u n t a b l e loss.
A n analysis of t h e m e r c h a n d i s e a n d profit a n d loss a c c o u n t s
(into o n e or t h e o t h e r of which t h e n o m i n a l accounts h a d all
b e e n closed) s h o w e d t h e following s u m m a r y :
Inventory at commencement of the period:
Raw material
...
$9,000
Labor
13,000
Manufactured goods
22,000
Purchases during period
20,000
Labor
"
35,000
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W a g e s , s h i p p i n g clerks, cartmen, etc .
T r a v e l i n g expenses, commissions, etc.
Salaries
Rent
Bad debts
S u n d r y depreciations
D i s c o u n t s a n d interest
Gross sales
R e t u r n sales

10,500
2,000
1,500
2,550
600
250
100,000
3,000

An inspection of their costing book showed the following
consumption:
$18,000
32,000

Material
Labor

Prepare accounts that will give adequate expression to their
transactions and thereby indicate any discrepancy that the
above figures may reveal.
3 Henry Smith of Boston, and Frederick Wilkins of San
Francisco are to render accounts to each other every six months,
with interest calculated thereon at 6% (360 days to the year).
A t the end of the first six months, i. e. June 30, their business
relations cease, and the balance due to either is to be paid 30
days thereafter, with interest at 6%. The transactions between
them were as follows:
Smith had charged to Wilkins:
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

15
10
31
12
14
28

Acceptance, to pay Wilkins' debt to London bankers, due J a n .
Feb.
Draft, favor of John Sloane & Co., Boston
Mar.
Cash to Wilkins for traveling expenses
Mar.
Samuel H a r d y , account collected
Aug.
N e t proceeds, account sales, consignment turpentine,
Oct.
Note, H i r a m Dixon

Wilkins had charged to Smith:
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

15
28
31
12
14
28

Proceeds, account sales, consignment figs
Cash, final p a y m e n t on bonds
Draft, reimbursement, traveling expenses
John Jones (bad account) one half interest in loss
Note for one fourth interest in t u g boat
Acceptance in full settlement, account sales, wines

31....

28
31....
31....
31....
31....

Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Aug.
July

400
500
600
2,000
1,500

$12,000

d u e Mar. 3 1 . . .

"
"u
"

$7,000

28...
I5--31...
31...
31

$2,000
600
500
400

1,500
7,000
$12,000

Prepare an account current with interest, as rendered by
either Henry Smith or Frederick Wilkins, and state separately
in alphabetic order the names of the ledger accounts complementary to the accounts of the respective items appearing in the account current;—e. g. if a note of the debtor
were credited to his account, the complementary account would
be bills receivable.
4 A of New York, B of Chicago, and C of San Francisco
enter into an agreement to buy and sell for joint account, each
to receive 1% on his purchases and3%on his sales, as commission, and to share equally in the net profits, usual interest at
6% (360 days to the year) to accrue on all values after due date.
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March 1. A buys goods amounting to $3,989.50 a n d consigns same to B,
who renders account sales for $4,656, net proceeds due April 15.
March 15. B buys goods amounting to $5,050 a n d sells same, rendering
account sales t o A a n d C, n e t proceeds $4,365, due May 20.
April 1. C b u y s goods amounting to $6,060 a n d consigns half to each, A
a n d B. A renders account sales for $3,783, net proceeds due J u l y 1, to
each, B and C. B renders account sales for $2,813, n e t proceeds due
J u n e 10, to each, A a n d C.
Above purchases include 1% commission, a n d the n e t proceeds are the
gross a m o u n t of sales, less t h e 3% commission, selling charges, etc,

Frame the necessary journal entries and prepare the accounts
of A, B and C, as these accounts would appear on the ledger
of A, B or C.
5 Prepare a ruling for a consignment stock ledger, to provide for the following: (a) entry of consignment invoice inward, containing three distinct lots of goods, (b) résumé of
account sales, showing gross proceeds, usual charges, and net
proceeds, (c) disposition of goods to various purchasers, stating
terms, quantities, and values sold, (d) subsequent return of
goods, brokerages, cartages, allowances and discounts, breakages, etc. for value and quantity as applied to each sale, (e)
date and folio columns referring to other books from which
each entry is made. Make sample entries.
6 On January 1 the Fairview Real Estate association was incorporated, the capital subscribed and paid in being $30,000,
divided into 30 shares. The association purchased improved
property for speculative purposes, paying cash $30,000 and
giving a first mortgage for $60,000 at 6%.
T h e association organizes a n d incorporates on the same day the Fairview club, with 30 proprietary m e m b e r s (being t h e stockholders of the real
estate association) a n d 30 associate m e m b e r s who have no proprietary interest, b u t enjoy all privileges without incurring any of the liabilities,
T h e annual dues are $100 a year, p a i d b y all in advance.
T h e association leases to the club t h e property aforesaid, the consideration, in lieu of rent, being t h e p a y m e n t b y the club of all sums for taxes,
betterments, interest, fixtures, furniture, etc.
T h e proprietary m e m b e r s are assessed $300 each, a n d b y a subsequent
resolution of the association are to receive credit therefor, with interest at
6%. Five m e m b e r s fail to p a y t h e assessment.
T h e association h a v i n g executed a contract for the sale of the property
for $110,000, the club disbands a t t h e e n d of t h e year.
T h e club expenditures for t h e y e a r were as follows: taxes $1,800; interest on m o r t g a g e $3,600; repairs $1,000; improvements $3,000; furniture a n d fixtures $2,000; general expenses $500; help (sundry employees)
$1,600.
T h e r e were house charges against t h e members, $500, which were subsequently collected; a n d there were payable book debts of $4,000. A
second assessment of $100, called for t o p a y off t h e club debts, w a s paid
b y the proprietary m e m b e r s of the association.

Frame journal entries, raise and close accounts on the association and the club books, and prepare balance sheet and
revenue account for each.
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149TH

EXAMINATION

3 D ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, December 14, 1897—1:15 to 5:15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of p e r s o n s
applying for certificates under this act, and m a y appoint a b o a r d of three e x a m i n e r s
for the purpose
. . . "
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer
questions i and 2 and two of the others but n o m o r e . If more than
two of the others are answered only the first two answers will be considered.
Each
complete answer will receive 25 credits.
Do not repeat questions but write
answers
only, designating
by number as in question paper.
Check the number {/) of each
one of the questions you have
answered.

i The directors of a manufacturing company, before the closing
and auditing of the books for the half year ending December 31, 1896,
declare out of the net earnings of the company a dividend for the half
year, of \% on the preferred stock of $200,000, and of 3 % on the
common stock of $200,000. There has been brought forward from
the last half year an undivided balance of profit of $8,000, and after
the audit of the books the trial balance is found to be as follows:
T R I A L BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 1896
DR.

Real estate and buildings
Plant and machinery
Patents and good-will
Stock on hand July 1, 1896
Purchases
Labor
Coal
Salaries, general
"
management
Insurance
Repairs
Discount and allowances
Freight
Discount and interest (notes)
Cash in bank
Investments
Miscellaneous expenses
Book debts
Preferred stock in treasury

(JR.

$65,000 Preferred stock
80,000 Common stock
160,000 S a l e s
58,000 Bills payable
165,000 Accounts payable
176,000 Profit and loss account
12,000
22,000
10,000
ii75°
2,000
12,500
3,000
I1500
16,000
31,000
8,600
84,000
10,000
December
$918,35031 is $53,000. Prepare

$200,000
300,000
438,350

52,000
20,000
8,ooa

$918,350

The stock on hand
profit and
loss account and balance sheet from the above, giving effect in the
accounts to depreciation at the rate of 7 ^ % a year on plant and
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machinery and an allowance of 5 % on book debts to provide for bad
accounts; also create a liability in the balance sheet for the dividends
declared as above stated.
2 A and B have carried on business as equal partners for five years
at an average yearly profit of about $3,000. At the end of that time
they invite C to purchase 1/3 of their joint interest for cash, he to pay
therefor an amount equal to 1/3 of the capital in the business December 31, 1896, as shown by the balance sheet of that date. This balance
sheet, which is given below, is handed to you with a request that you
will report to C whether or not the capital in the business is as stated,
and if in your opinion the investment is a safe and judicious one for
him to make. Give a brief report in accordance with this request.
BALANCE S H E E T , D E C E M B E R 31,

1896

ASSETS
Buildings, plant and machinery at values as originally taken over
in 1891
$65,300
A d d : expended since in repairs and renewals
12,600
Good-will and trade marks
,
Book debts as taken from ledger
I n v e n t o r y , raw materials and finished goods at cost
Investments:
L i n t o n Mill Co., 700 shares at their book value, viz, 40 cents
on the dollar
$28,000
A d d : five years interest thereon at 6 %
8,400

$77,900
25,000
42,350
23,200

36,400
Partners' accounts:
A
B

3,400
4,100
7,500
22,150

C a s h in bank

$234,500
LIABILITIES
Mortgage
Bills payable
Accounts payable
P a r t n e r s ' capital

$25,000
150,000
32,500
27,000
$234,500

3 The capital of three partners, A, B and C, in a manufacturing
business January 1, 1896, was $26,000, of which A. owned 1/5, B 2/5 and
C 2/5. On December 31, 1896, one year thereafter, the condition of
the business was found to be as follows:
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ASSETS

Real estate and buildings.
Plant and machinery
Stock on hand
Book debts
Cash in bank

$15,000
7,000
2,000
6,000
2,500

.
LIABILITIES

Creditors, bills payable
Partners' withdrawals:
A (including interest)
B
"
C
"

$8,000
$1,500
1,200
2,000
4,700

After crediting up interest on capital at the rate of 6%, show the
net result for the year, and distribute the same, in the proper proportions, to the partners' accounts. Prepare individual partners' accounts,
showing the condition of each at the end of the year.
4 A company having assets consisting of real estate $50,000, plant
and machinery $75,000, book debts $36,000, stock on hand $42,000,
and liabilities consisting of bills payable $16,000, transfers its entire
business January 1, 1896, to a joint stock company for $75,000 in
bonds, $75,000 in preferred stock and $75,000 in common stock.
Make the necessary opening entries for the above, and show how the
ledger accounts would stand.
5 A company of bicycle manufacturers makes up its accounts
December 31, 1896, for the year. The following are the debits to the
profit and loss account:
Raw material on hand January 1, 1896
$12,500
Finished machines on hand January I, 1896: 1600 wheels at $ 3 0 . . . . . . .
48,000
Purchases of material
62,500
Labor, productive
82,500
Manufacturing expenses: Coal, repairs, paint, varnish, superintendent's
salaries, unproductive labor and sundry other expenses
23,000
Agents' commissions
90,000
Branch expenses, rents, salaries and miscellaneous....
40,000
Selling expenses: Travelers' salaries, discounts, rebates and miscellaneous
30,000
Bad debts
8,000
Depreciation of machinery and plant
5,500

The sales for the year were 6,000 wheels, yielding $540,000; the
raw material on hand December 31, 1896, taken at cost was $4,000,
and the finished wheels in stock ready for sale numbered 800. Prepare an account from the above, showing (a) number of wheels manufactured, (6) the cost per wheel, (c) the gross manufacturing profit,,
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(d) the final net result, including in the profit and loss account the
stock of finished wheels on hand December 21 at their cost as shown
by the accounts.
6 On February 1, 1894, William S. Brown & Co. shipped from
Worcester, Mass., by the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., 500 lbs. of merchandise to Henry R. Smith, Jacksonville, Fla., routed by the N. Y.,
N. H. & H. to New York, by the Ocean steamship company to
Savannah, and by the Savannah, Fla. & West. to Jacksonville, the
freight charges to be collected of consignee.
On February 10, William S. Brown & Co. sent to H. T. Jones, the
commercial agent of the Ocean steamship company, located in Boston,
Mass., a check for $37.80 with the request that he change billing to
prepay the freight on their shipment of February 1, to Jacksonville,
Fla. Mr Jones accepted the $37.80, and issued a prepaid bill of lading
to cover the amount, wiring the New York agent of the Ocean steamship company to correct billing accordingly.
In the meantime, however, the goods had been received from the
N. Y., N. H. & H., and forwarded by the steamship company collect,
and it was impossible to make the correction.
William S. Brown & Co. forwarded the prepaid bill of lading, which
they received from Mr Jones, to the consignee, who insisted on the
protection of the same.
Explain fully how this transaction should be handled, giving in
detail the manner in which all the corrections in the various accounts
should be made, tracing the transaction through the delivering agent,
the claim department, the auditor's office and the forwarding agent,
and also covering the collection of the money by the proper company
from the commercial agent at Boston.
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Examination Department
154TH EXAMINATION
4 T H ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, June 14, 1898—1:15 to 5 : 15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . .
"
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 1 and 2 and two of the others but no more. If more
than two of the others are answered only the first two answers will be considered. Each complete answer will receive 25 credits. Do not repeat questions but
write answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the
number (V) of each one of the questions you have answered.

1 The trial balance of a manufacturing firm taken January 1, 1897
is as follows :
Capital A
"
B...
Plant and machinery
Purchases..
Sales
Stock on hand January 1, 1896
Labor
Salaries
Traveling expenses
Interest....
„
Stationery and printing
Rents and taxes
Discounts and allowances
Fuel....
Insurance (One year from July 1, 1896)
Freight
General expenses
Bank overdraft
Creditors
Accounts receivable
Rent of steam power
Cash on hand
Loan account.

$40,000
20,000
$35,000
38,000
95,000
15,000
24,000
6,000
2,500
600
1,200
3,500
1,250
3,000
1,150
1,500
600
5,000
4,000
25,000
200
$165,500
7,000

1,500
$165,500

Stock on hand January 1, 1897, $23,000; each partner to be
credited 6% on his capital for one year before profits are ascertained ;
3 % to be written off book debts for discount; 10% to be written off
machinery and plant for depreciation; unexpired insurance to be
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taken into account; net profit to be divided 2/3 to A and1/3to B.
Draft journal entries for closing the books and prepare final balance
sheet and profit and loss account.
2 A and B, partners in a mercantile business, share profits and
losses equally. At the end of five years the partnership terminates by
limitation and the balance sheet shows the following:
LIABILITIES
Creditors
Bills payable
Capital:
A
B

ASSETS
$30,000 Plant and machinery
10,000 Inventory —
Accounts receivable
$30,000
Cash in bank
15,000 45,000
$85,000

$15,400
36,000
28,000
5,600
$85,000

Subsequently the business as it stands (except cash in bank) is
sold for $30,000. Make final adjustments and closing entries, and
show the amount each partner receives.
3 The balance sheet of a joint stock company, January 1, 1897,
shows the following state of affairs:
Capital stock
Creditors, open accounts....
Bills payable
Profit and loss account

$200,000
16,000
30,000
30,500

Real estate
Plant and machinery
Horses and wagons
Patents and good-will
Inventory
Accounts receivable
Cash in bank .

$276,500

$50,000
85,000
15,000
20,500
49,000
35,000
22,000
$276,500

A year later, January 1, 1898, after an audit: of the books and accounts, the balance sheet stands as follows:
Capital stock
Creditors, open accounts
Mortgage
Profit and loss account:
Balance last year
Profit this year

$200,000 Real estate
17,000 Plant and machinery:
25,000
Balance Jan. 1, 1897
Less depreciation
$30,500
23,400

53,900

$295,900

Horses and wagons:
Balance Jan. 1, 1897
Less depreciation
Patents
and good-will
Inventory
Accounts receivable.
Agency investments
Cash in bank

$52,000
$85,000
8,500 76,500
$15,000
2,250 12,750
20,500
65,000
33,000
15,000
21,150
$295,900

From the foregoing it will be seen that for the year a net profit of
$23,400 has been earned, while the accounts receivable are smaller,
and the cash balance on hand is less than at the beginning of the
year, though no dividend has in the meantime been paid. Prepare
account showing what has become of the profits earned.
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4 The books of A, B & Co., July 1, 1897, show the following:
Cash on hand $175. Accounts receivable, good, $3,000; bad,
$300; doubtful, $5,000 (expected to realize $3,800). Creditors, unsecured, $15,000; partially secured, $6,500 (estimated value of security $3,600); fully secured, $10,000 (estimated value of security
$13,000). Rent of premises (taken for the year ending December 31,
1897) unpaid for June and July, $600. Salary of bookkeeper, due,
$100. Liabilities on bills discounted $3,000. Stock of merchandise
on hand $3,800 (estimated to realize $3,000). There is also a further
liability, on a contract which A, B & Co. can not complete, estimated
at $2,500.
Prepare a statement of affairs, showing the financial condition of
the firm.
5 A company is incorporated to purchase by an issue of preferred
and common capital stock three concerns, A, B and C, doing the
same class of business. It is found that the assets (by actual valuation), the liabilities, and the average annual net profits of each concern for the past five years, are as follows :
A
B
C
Assets as valued
Liabilities
A n n u a l n e t profits, a v e r a g e , five y e a r s

$100,000
30,000
10,000

$60,000
20,000
15,000

$150,000
50,000
8,000

It is required to know what amount of stock of the new company
should be allotted to each concern as equitable compensation for net
assets and good-will, and the matter is referred to you for report.
What should be the amount of the capital stock of the new company, and how should it be apportioned to A, B and C ?
6 A partnership on equal terms between A and B is dissolved July
1, 1897, the books on that date showing the following:
A's capital paid in was $16,000, and his drawings were $3,500; B's
capital paid in was $2,000, and his drawings were $1,500. Goods
purchased $50,000; sales $40,000; business expenses $1,800. A
loss of $1,600 was made on a $5,000 consignment of goods to Liverpool. In the settlement A agrees to pay B an old debt of $3,500.
Prepare requisite accounts, and show final balance payable by one
partner to the other.
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College Department
5TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, December 13, 1898—1.15 to 5.15 p. m., only
' The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . '
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer questions 1 and 2 and two of the others but no more. If
more than two of the others are answered only the first two answers
will be considered. Each complete answer will receive 25 credits. Do
not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number
as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Papers entitled to 75 or more credits will be
accepted.

1 A corporation is organized to conduct a manufacturing business with a declared capital of $2,000,000, divided into 20,000
shares of the par value of $100, of which 15,000 shares or
$1,500,000 shall be preferred stock and 5000 shares or $500,000
common stock. The corporation purposes to issue $500,000 in
consolidated mortgage bonds to be used toward the purchase
of sundry properties. The amount of capital with which the
corporation begins business is $50,000, being the proceeds of
subscriptions for 500 shares preferred stock.
To carry out the purposes of said corporation, the real estate,
water power, machinery, good will, etc. of certain existing corporations have been purchased at an appraised valuation of
$2,000,000, viz, Diamond m'f'g co. $200,000, Eureka m'f'g co.
$300,000, Champion m'f'g co. $500,000, American m'f'g co.
$600,000, Aetna m'f'g co. $400,000, and in payment full paid
stock and bonds have been issued at par on a basis of 60% in
preferred stock, 20% in common stock and 20% in bonds.
Material and supplies are to be paid for in cash when their
value is determined.
Formulate the entry necessary to open the books of the new
corporation.
2 A, B & C agree to start in business with a capital of $400,000,
of which A is to furnish $200,000, B $100,000 and C $100,000.
A is to have ½ interest in the business, and B and C each ¼ interest, and interest at the rate of 5% per annum is to be paid on
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excess capital, if any. A contributes $200,000, B $90,000 and
C $80,000.
How would the capital accounts stand on the books after adjusting the interest account at the end of one year?
3 From the following trial balance of a small railway company, make up a condensed balance sheet, an income account
and a profit and loss account:
Capital stock, common
preferred
preferred scrip
First mortgage bonds
Cost of road and equipment
Cash
Bills payable
Accounts payable
A g e n t s and conductors
Individuals and companies
Foreign companies' mileage
"
tickets.
U. S. P. O. d e p a r t m e n t
Blank express company
A g e n t s ' drafts on treasurer
Prepaid advances for other lines
Back charges
Overcharges on freight
Car mileage balance
Southwestern railway company.,
Earnings, passenger
"
freight
Earnings, mail
express
Operating expenses
Interline freight account accrued
Interline ticket account accrued
Taxes
Interest on bonds
Interest and discount
Insurance paid in advance.
T a x e s paid in advance
Profit and loss
Coupons due and unpaid
Total

$1,153,000
142,200
5,450
1,332,000
$2,659,252

00
00
00
00

32
2,452 56
20,321 86
6,331 78
1,708 80
67,187 24
87 12
196 36
771 34
916 36
145 94
32
18 36
19 84
99
734
8,135
11,386
1,546
3,494

88
90
84
78
96
52

20,771 10
54
359 76
1,184
111,000
194
123
2 253
20,013

00
00
78
98
50
78

$2,820,681 26

68,002 00
$2,820,681 26

4 John Roe dies, bequeathing his entire property, after payment of all debts and funeral expenses, to the following beneficiaries, viz, 1/5 to John Roe jr, 1/5 to George Roe, 1/5 to William
Roe, 3/10 to Mary Roe and 1/10 to Frank Doe.
The inventory filed by his executors was as follows: stocks
and bonds $100,000, bonds and mortgages $150,000, furniture
and wearing apparel $1,500, cash in bank $1,000.
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There are two executors and their transactions are as follows:
Cash receipts: stocks and bonds sold $83,525.50, bonds and
mortgages paid in $116,422.73, furniture and wearing apparel
sold $1,247.28, dividends collected on stocks and bonds $45,422.50,
interest collected on bonds and mortgages $62,527.87, interest
received on deposits in bank $1,083.48, real estate sold $25,000,
rents collected $18,000.
Cash disbursements: funeral expenses $750, expenses of
probating will $5,000, general legal services $10,000, rent of
safe in safe deposit company $450, publishing citations $35.75,
care of cemetery lot $400, repairs to real estate appurtenances
$5,724.68, premium on executors' bond $1,250, stationery, postage, etc. $125.38, accountant's services $2,000, debts of deceased
$12,472.41, taxes $20,672.48, assessments for improvements to
real estate $471.83, insurance $250, John Roe jr, account of
legacy $55,000, George Roe, account of legacy $62,500, William Roe, account of legacy $55,500, Mary Roe, account of
legacy $77,500, Frank Doe, account of legacy $24,000.
The inventory at the date on which they wish to account is
as follows: stocks and bonds $25,000, bonds and mortgages
$32,000, cash in bank $20,126.83.
Required, to make up the summary statement of the executors' accounts, separating principal and income, and showing
the balance due each legatee and the amount of the executors'
commissions.
5 John Fleming & Co. make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors August 21, 1896. The books show the following assets and liabilities at that date: machinery and tools $7,524.61,
merchandise $6,423.72, supplies $471.08, store and office fixtures $1,524.67, accounts receivable $4,071.29, cash in bank and
in office $524.19, wages and salaries $624.71, unpaid taxes
$432.12, chattel mortgage $7,500, accounts payable $3,471.20,
bills payable $4,424.68.
The assignee had an appraisal made as follows: machinery
and tools $4,724.19, merchandise $4,819.24, supplies $194.17,
store and office fixtures $624.23.
Of the accounts receivable $721.18 are considered worthless.
The bank claims $500 of the cash balance to meet a bill receivable to that amount, discounted on the day of assignment. The
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m o r t g a g e above n o t e d covers t h e m a c h i n e r y a n d tools a n d is
d a t e d J u n e 1, 1894; i n t e r e s t at 6% p a i d to t h e last d u e d a t e .
T h e r e a r e i n s u r a n c e policies on t h e c o n t e n t s of t h e store for
$10,000, d a t e d J u l y 1, 1896, o n e year, at 75 cents. T h e firm h a s
d i s c o u n t e d its bills r e c e i v a b l e from t i m e to t i m e , a n d $2,427.21
( i n c l u d i n g t h e $500 n o t e a b o v e m e n t i o n e d ) is o u t s t a n d i n g at
t h e t i m e of t h e a s s i g n m e n t .
R e q u i r e d , to m a k e u p t h e a s s i g n e e ' s i n v e n t o r y a n d schedules
a n d to show t h e a m o u n t of assets for which h e w o u l d b e o b l i g e d
to give a b o n d .
6 Messrs D o e & R o e a r e p a r t n e r s in b u s i n e s s , s h a r i n g g a i n s
a n d losses equally.
R e q u i r e d , a s t a t e m e n t s h o w i n g t h e g a i n s a n d losses b y b o t h
t h e r e s o u r c e a n d liability m e t h o d a n d t h e loss a n d g a i n m e t h o d ,
a n d also t h e n e t capital of each p a r t n e r , on t h e basis of t h e
following trial balance of t h e i r double e n t r y l e d g e r at t h e close
of t h e fiscal y e a r :
John Doe, investment.
$8,405 26
Richard Roe, investment
....
..........
8,405 28
Cash
$9,017 33
Merchandise
3,424 89
Bills receivable
12,000 00
Bills payable
8,350 00
Expense
576 00
Interest
129 74
Loss and gain
.
250 00
Sundry book accounts receivable
3,566 00
"
payable
3,803 42
$28,963 96
$28,963 96
$8,000
Inventory of merchandise on hand.
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College Department
6 T H ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, June 13, 1899—1.15 to 5.15 p. m., only
' T h e regents of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates u n d e r this act, a n d m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . '
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer
questions 1 and 2 and two of the others but no more. If
more than two of the others are answered only the first two
answers
will be considered.
Do not repeat questions but write answers
only,
designating
by number as in question paper.
Check the number ( ) of
each one of the questions you have answered.
Each complete
answer
will receive 25 credits.
Papers entitled to 75 or more credits will be
accepted.

1 The Great northern manufacturing company was incorporated under the laws of the state of New Jersey, February 1,
1899, with a capital stock of $10,000,000, consisting of $4,500,000
(45,000 shares of $100 each) preferred 7% non-cumulative stock,
and $5,500,000 (55,000 shares of $100 each) of common stock.
On the same date $2,000 of the common stock was subscribed
for at par as follows
By John Smith, 2 shares
$200
'' Henry Brown, 4 shares
400
'' John Doe, 4 shares
400
" Henry Rodman, 3 shares
300
'' Wm. Rodman, 7 shares
700
Total

...

$2,000

On February 4, 1899, these subscribers paid in to the company the amount of their subscriptions, and stock was issued
to them. February 15, the balance of the authorized capital
stock of the company, both preferred and common, was issued
by resolution of the board of directors, to John M. Scott, for
and in consideration of $750,000 in cash and 12 manufacturingplants. An inventory of the property purchased, made by
authorized representatives of the company, resulted in the following appraised valuations on the various plants and the stocks
on hand:
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
Totals
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Materials
and supplies

Merchandise

Real estate

Buildings

Tools,
machinery.
etc.

$430,000
211,000
495,000
304,000
171,000
86,500
47,250
98,000
101,250
37,000
346,000
121,000

$95,000
44, 000
38,500
15,000
32,750
81,000
44,000
35,750
11,000
13,000
49,000
67,000

$195,000
130,000
475,000
924,000
184,000
60,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
11,000
14,000
37,000

$20,000
10,000
11,000
13,000
14,500
17,750
32,500
14,600
17,200
19,200
75,000
34,750

$98,000
84,000
62,000
48,000
89,000
26,000
34,000
62,000
11,000
35,000
71,000
44,000

$2,448,000

$526,000

$2,090,000

$279,500

$664,000

Open the accounts of the company so that the result of the
operation of each factory will be known at the end of the company's fiscal year. The books of the company are not to show
the appraised valuation placed on the real estate, buildings,
tools, machinery, etc., by factories, but in one amount only;
and it is desired that the account include any expenditure incurred by the company for good-will, etc.
Make opening entries in cash-book, journal and ledger, covering in full the above transactions.
2 The trial balance of a corporation shows Dec. 31, 1898, a
credit to capital stock account of $74,176. The authorized
capital of the company is $150,000. There is $50,000 stock in
the treasury of the company. These figures in the trial balance
were occasioned by the fact that the bookkeeper, not understanding corporation bookkeeping, had charged the capital
stock account with losses as follows: For year 1894, $13,884.50;
l895, $9,897.50; 1896, $32,507.50; and credited it with gains as
follows: 1897, $4,319.15; 1898, $26,146.35. Make the necessary entries to adjust the books so as to show the true condition
Dec. 31, 1898, and give a clear and concise explanation.
3 A and B buy merchandise to the amount of $4,000, A contributing $2,500 and B $1,500. They sell to C a 1/3 interest in
the business for $2,000. How much of the $2,000 will A and
B receive, respectively, in order to make A, B and C equally
interested?
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4 From the following trial balance Dec. 31, 1897, of the
Blank pottery company, prepare manufacturing and profit and
loss accounts and balance sheet:
BLANK POTTERY COMPANY
Capital
R e a l estate and buildings
Machinery
Tools, etc
Horses, carts, etc
Inventory Jan. 1, 1897:
Earthenware
Crates and packing materials
Clay.
Coal and sundries
Profit and loss account
Sundry debtors
Sundry creditors
Sales
Packing, etc
Straw, crates, etc
Coal
Clay
Wages
Horse a n d cart expense
Freight, etc
Repairs to machinery
Repairs to tools
Repairs to buildings
Taxes.
Gas and water
Bills payable
Bills receivable
P e t t y expenses
Cash
Petty cash

DR.

CR.
$44,000

$10,000
12,500
2,500
1,500

.

$5,000
1,250
5,000
1,250

12,500
1,000
15,000
5,000
60,000
5,000
3,000
1,500
12,500
32,500
1,500
2,500
750
250
500
250
250
4,000
6,000
1,000
$119,000
2,250
250

$119,000

Inventory, Dec. 31, 1897: earthenware $4,000; crates, etc,
$1,000; clay $4,000; coal $1,000.
Write off for depreciation, on machinery 5%; on real estate
and buildings 2½% on tools 5%. Allow for bad debts 5% off
debtors.
5 State the price at which the following bonds must be purchased, so as to net the purchaser 5% on the investment for the
first five years, 4% on the investment for the second five years,
and 3% on the investment for the last five years:
Bonds for $10,000 m a t u r i n g in 8 years, earning 4%
"
" 10,000
"
" 12 "
"
3%
"
" 10,000
"
" 15 "
"
2%

Show the realization account on the basis of purchase price.
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6 The trial balance of the books of Brown & Jones, Dee. 31,
1898, was as follows:
DR.

Wm. Brown, capital
John Jones, capital
Bills payable
..........
Accounts p a y a b l e .
'..
,.
Merchandise
..
$ 120,439 20
Discount on sales
6,480 70
Sales account (net)
...........
Rent
1,200
00
Store expenses, including salaries
5,743 82
Cash at bankers
19,775 75
'' in office
73 10
Furniture and
fixtures
7,540
81
Bills receivable (good)
16,657 27
Legal expenses
175 00
Sundry accounts receivable (customers, good)
38,968 54
"
"
"
(customers, doubtful)
5,285 25
Wm. Brown (drawings)
3,500 00
J o h n Jones (drawings)
2,500 00
Investment bonds and mortgages
15,000 00
Interest on
"
"
"
Interest account (general)
Reserve account (for bad and doubtful debts)
$243,339 44

CR.

$54,50000
37,200 00
10,000 00
7,471 11
127,117 33

750
1,543
4,757
$243,339

00
78
22
44

Goods on hand Dec. 31, 1898 (at cost) $52,315.67. Sundry
expense bills unpaid, $115.20. Charge off 10% depreciation on
furniture and fixtures. Charge partners drawing account 5%
interest per year. Credit capital account with 5%. Provide
sufficient reserve for bad and doubtful debts. Prepare merchandise account, profit and loss statement, assets and liabilities account and partners' account for year ending Dec. 31,
1898. Brown is entitled to5/8of profit. Jones is entitled to 3/8
of profit.
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College Department
7 T H ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING
Tuesday, January 23, 1900—1.15 to 5.15 p. m., only
"The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer questions 1 and 2 and two of the others but no more. Answers
in excess of the number required will not be considered. Do not repeat
questions but write answers only, designating by number as in question
paper. Check the number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Each complete answer will receive 25 credits. Papers entitled
to 75 or more credits will be accepted.

1 The Domestic manufacturing company, organized with a
capital stock of $5,000,000, one half preferred stock and one
half common stock, sells five shares of common stock at par for
cash. It issues to John Jones $1,500,000 preferred stock and
$1,000,000 common stock, in consideration of the assignment
by him of certain patents, rights and contracts. Later, Jones
agrees to surrender for valuable consideration to the treasurer
of the Domestic mfg. co. $1,000,000 common stock and $500,000
preferred stock. Still later, Jones agrees with the Domestic
mfg. co. to surrender $1,000,000 preferred stock and to take in
lieu thereof $1,000,000 common stock. Jones makes a further
agreement with the Domestic mfg. co. to deliver to it all the
stock in the Blank mfg. co., appraised at $350,000, and to pay
the Domestic mfg. co. $150,000, for which he is to receive
$500,000 in preferred stock of the Domestic mfg. co.
Illustrate by journal entries the necessary accounts to be
opened on the books of the Domestic mfg. co. to show each step
taken in the foregoing agreement.
2 A invests $50,000, B $25,000 and C $10,000, as the capital
of the firm of A, B & C. The partnership agreement provides
that they shall share profits and losses equally. At the end of
a business term the balance-sheet shows as follows:
ASSETS
Cash
Accounts receivable
Merchandise per inventory
Manufacturing plant
Various stocks and bonds at
m a r k e t prices

LIABILITIES
$500
58,000
56,000
41,000
17,000
$172,500

Notes p a y a b l e . .
Accounts payable
P a r t n e r ' s capital A
"
B
"
C

$10,000
75,000
$55,000
27,500
5,000
87,500
$172,500

The business is sold out, the assets realizing $140,000 gross.
The expenses of the sale, including commissions, were $5,000.
Show the final accounts of the partners.
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3 A trust estate, the funds remaining for division amounting
to $225,000, is to be divided as of January 1, 1900. The beneficiaries were to share in the whole estate as follows: A two
fifths, B one tenth, C two fifths and D one tenth. A was paid
December 31, 1898, $10,000 and January 30, 1899, $5,000. C
was paid December 31, 1897, $15,000. B and D were each paid
January 30, 1898, $10,000. Prepare in correct form a statement
showing the division of the remaining funds, calculating interest at 5%.
4 Jones & Johnson are partners in business. Jones invests
$27,000 and Johnson $18,000, and they agree to divide profits
in proportion to their investments. At the end of a year their
accounts show as follows: incidental expenses (including bad
debts) $2,400; cash on hand $50; salesmen's salaries $12,000;
cash in bank $1,200; accounts payable $7,416.92; bills receivable $2,650; taxes $950; Jones's drawing account $4,751.10; real
estate $6,000; merchandise (inventory) $34,000; wages of office
employees $3,275 ; Johnson's drawing account $3,631.11; bills
payable $5,600; Commercial cable company's stock $5,000;
balance in trading account (being gross profit) $38,743.21; accounts receivable (bad accounts excluded) $20,975.82 ; freights
$243; discounts on purchases $1,125.90; discounts allowed customers $760. Make out a profit and loss statement, and after
dividing the profits according to the agreement, prepare a balance-sheet showing the capital of each partner at the close of
the year.
5 John Doe expends $100,000 in the erection of a business
block. At the end of the year he finds that the rents of the
stores in the block have amounted to $7,500 and of the offices,
$3,750. The expenses of the year have been, janitor and caretaker $750; repairs and alterations to suit tenants $500; water
and gas $400; taxes .01975 on a valuation of $87,000; various
incidentals $150. Make up a statement showing the result of
the year's enterprise and per cent. of profit on investment,
after Charging 5% interest on the capital invested and $2,500
for depreciation.
6 X and Y went into partnership eight years ago.
By
their articles of agreement division of profits was to be four
sevenths to X and three sevenths to Y. During the last five
years the several annual business statements signed by both
partners show that the profits have been divided equally, the
difference being an advantage to Y of $15,000. Y died six
months after the date of the last balance-sheet. The executors
want a statement of Y's interest from the firm's books. It is
agreed that his capital is $65,000. Show how the accounts
should be adjusted, the profits for the six months since Y's
death amounting to $12,000.
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College Department
8TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

PRACTICAL ACCOUNTING

Tuesday, June 12, 1900—1.15 to 5.15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, a n d m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer questions 1 and 2 and two of the others but no more.
Answers
in excess of the number required will not be considered.
Do not repeat
questions but write answers only, designating
by number as in question
paper.
Check the number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered.
Each complete answer will receive 25 credits.
Papers
entitled
to 75 or more credits will be accepted.

1 It is proposed to organize for conducting a manufacturing
business a small corporation based on certain rights and franchises owned by one of the proposed stockholders in the corporation. The amount of capital stock is to be $100,000. The
owner of the rights and franchises agrees to transfer them to
the corporation in consideration of $50,000 of the capital stock,
though he believes them to be worth much more than that
amount. The remainder of the stock is to be sold to produce
working capital. Certain capitalists are to be approached for
cash subscriptions to the capital stock, but it is uncertain what
opinion they will hold concerning the enterprise, and it is desired to have the stock in the treasury in such form that it can
b e sold below par if necessary. What method would you suggest for accomplishing the object in view? Formulate the
journal entries for opening the corporation books.
2 Being requested by a merchant to prepare a statement
for creditors, you find his accounts to be as follows: real estate
$25,000, mortgaged for $10,000, interest overdue $750, interest
accrued $125; goods on hand $18,000; fixtures $1,250; merchandise in warehouse $10,000, on which the merchant has borrowed
$3,000; accounts receivable deemed good $10,500, doubtful
$1,500, known to be bad $2,000; bills receivable (held by bank
as collateral for an advance of $5,000) $6,800; cash $2,500. In
addition to the above secured claims you find the following:
accrued rent $500; taxes $750; wages $1,250. The merchant
also owes A $6,000, B $3,500, C $13,500, D $6,850, E $1,800,
F $2,650, G $1,225, H $1,400, and there is an unsecured disputed claim of K for $1,300. Submit the statement required.
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3 T. F. Fynes and W. J. Altherr are partners in business,
sharing equally in gains and losses. Their books have been
kept by single entry, but they desire to change them to the
double entry method. The following is an abstract of their
affair's at this date:
Assets and liabilities per ledger: T. F. Fynes, investment
$12,500, withdrawals $2,500. W. J. Altherr, investment $12,500,
withdrawals $2,000. Sundry accounts receivable $8,500, sundry
accounts payable $6,000. Other assets and liabilities not in
ledger: merchandise per inventory $18,000, cash in bank $5,500,
bills receivable $2,300, bills payable $2,000, bank stock $2,000,.
real estate $5,000.
Determine the amount of gain and loss of each partner at
this date and formulate a journal entry that will convert the
single entry ledger to a double entry ledger.
4 By the partnership agreement existing between Brown &
Gray, Brown has two thirds of the profits and Gray one third.
Brown's capital account stands credited $50,000. Gray's capital
account stands credited $40,000. The assets of the partnership consist of the following:
Factory and machinery
Stock per inventories
Accounts receivable

$75,000
30,000
15,500

The liabilities are as follows:
Accounts with creditors
Bills payable
Owing bank

.

15,000
10,000
5,500

Current bills receivable have been discounted by the firm at
the bank to the extent of $9,800. Brown retires from the business. Gray takes over the liabilities as above mentioned, and
the assets at the following agreed valuation:
Factory and machinery.
Stock per inventories
Accounts receivable

$70,000
26,000
14,000

An arrangement is made whereby Gray receives $500 from
Brown for accepting sole liability for discounted bills receivable.
Make up a statement showing the amount that Brown should
receive, it being understood that losses on capital are borne by
the partners in the proportion in which the profits are divided.
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5 L . EL M c D o n a l d a n d J. C. S m i t h f o r m a c o p a r t n e r s h i p
J a n . 2, 1899, each i n v e s t i n g $7,500. M a r c h 1 S m i t h m a k e s a n add i t i o n a l i n v e s t m e n t of $2,400 a n d M c D o n a l d w i t h d r a w s $1,200.
J u l y 1 M c D o n a l d i n v e s t s $2,500 a n d S m i t h w i t h d r a w s $2,500.
T h e profits for t h e y e a r a r e $4,800.
S h o w each p a r t n e r ' s a v e r a g e i n v e s t m e n t a n d s h a r e of profits,
t h e profits b e i n g divided in p r o p o r t i o n t o t h e capital i n v e s t e d
a n d t h e t i m e it is e m p l o y e d .
6 T h e following trial b a l a n c e is h a n d e d you, w i t h t h e r e q u e s t
t h a t you p r e p a r e a r e v e n u e a c c o u n t a n d a b a l a n c e - s h e e t :
A B's capital.
, $20,000 00
A B's personal account
$1,000 00
Bank of North America
600 00
Cash in hand
90 00
Merchandise account
8,600 00
Repair account
87 50
Bills receivable
6,400 00
Bills payable
4,000 00
Real estate
1,350 00
Bank stock
1,566 00
General expenses
1,860 00
Freight
1,000 00
Accounts receivable
8,000 00
Accounts payable
10,000 00
Profit and loss
3,446 50
$34,000 00 $34,000 00
If all t h e i n f o r m a t i o n r e q u i r e d is n o t p r e s e n t e d in t h i s t r i a l
b a l a n c e , s u p p l y w h a t is w a n t i n g a n d s u b m i t t h e s t a t e m e n t s
c a l l e d for.
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Examination Department
142D

EXAMINATION

1ST ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

AUDITING
Wednesday, December 16, 1896 — 9:15 a. m. to 12:15 p. m., only
"The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 7, 8, 10, 14, 15 and five of the others but no more.
If more than five of these other questions are answered only the first
five of these answers will be considered. Each complete answer will
receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers only,
designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of
each one of the questions you have answered. Use only one side of sheet.

1 Give a brief outline of the duties of an auditor, and of his
responsibilities.
2 Explain the principal points to which an auditor should
direct his attention in conducting the audit of the accounts of
an incorporated company.
3 If the actual cash on hand at the date of the balance sheet
has not been verified by the auditor on the day of balancing,
what method should be employed to prove its correctness
before signing the accounts?
4 In an audit where an exhaustive detailed examination of
the books is not stipulated, or not practicable, what examination is essential to insure their general correctness?
5 What means should be employed to detect the wilful
omission to enter in the books under audit, sales made or cash
received?
6 State what should be required of a company or firm by one
who is to make an audit of its books.
7 What evidence should be required as to the correctness of
values of assets (other than customers' accounts) entered in
the books?
8 State what is necessary in auditing cash payments, and
how to prevent the reproduction and passing of vouchers a
second time.
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9 State what examination should be made of the receivable
book accounts of a firm or company to ascertain what accounts
if any should be written off as bad.
10 How may it be determined whether certain expenditures
of a manufacturing business were of the nature of maintenance
and repairs or constituted an actual betterment of the plant?
State how in each case they should be dealt with in the balance
sheet and in the profit and loss account.
11 In auditing the accounts of a business for the first time,
what books should be produced? What would be the first duty
of the auditor respecting these books?
12 In auditing the accounts at the conclusion of the first
fiscal year of a corporation formed to acquire an established
business, what documents and records should be examined in
addition to the ordinary books and subjects of an audit?
13 To what extent should an auditor hold himself responsible
for the correctness of (a) inventories, (b) pay-rolls, (c) depreciations and discounts?
14 In an audit stipulating for the examination of all vouchers
of every description, what would be proper vouchers for the
following: purchases, returned purchases, sales, returned sales,
cash receipts, cash payments, journal entries?
15 On what basis should the following assets be valued in
the preparation of a balance sheet: (a) manufactured goods,
(b) partially manufactured goods, (c) raw material, (d) open
book accounts receivable, (e) stocks, bonds and other investments, (f) bills receivable?
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Examination Department
I46TH EXAMINATION
2 D ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

AUDITING
Wednesday, June 16, 1897—9:15 a. m. to 12:15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 1-5 and five of the others but no more. If more
than five of these other questions are answered only the first five of
these answers will be considered. Each complete answer will receive
10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each one
of the questions you have answered. Use only one side of sheet.

1 State the objects to be attained by an audit.
2 How should one proceed in order to ascertain that all the
liabilities are shown in a balance sheet?
3 State briefly and in order of procedure the different steps
to be taken in auditing a bank.
4 How should the interest received on a bond bought at a
premium b e treated?
5 Should a reserve fund be invested in interest bearing
securities? State the custom. If so invested what account
should be credited with the income?
6 In an audit of the accounts of a firm or of a corporation,
how may the cash as shown by the bank pass-book be reconciled with the amount called for by the cash-book or ledger?
After this course has been taken, is it necessary to check the
pass-book with the deposits as shown by the cash-book? What
might such detailed checking show?
7 How may fraud in payment of wages be detected?
8 In a statement of the earnings of a business to be sold on
the basis of its earning capacity, how should the question of
interest paid on accounts payable, on bills payable and on
loans be treated?
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9 State a method of procedure in an examination of securities consisting of bonds, stocks and bills receivable.
10 In an audit of a railway company's accounts, how should
it be determined that the net earnings are correctly stated?
11 State what items may properly be charged to construction account, after a railway has been in operation for some
years.
12 In the books of a railway company what provision should
be made for destroyed equipment?
13 Give the headings for a condensed balance sheet of the
accounts of a railway company.
14 What test should be made of the prime cost of manufactured goods to guard against loss of raw material through
theft by employees?
15 In an inventory how should stock purchased on credit,
subject to usual discounts, be valued?
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Examination Department
149TH EXAMINATION
3D ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

AUDITING
Wednesday, December 15, 1897—9:15 a. m. to 12:15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of persons
applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board of three examiners
for the purpose . . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer the first five questions and five of the others but no more. If more than
five of the others are answered only the first five answers will be considered. Each
complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers
only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each
one of the questions you have answered.

1 State briefly a proper course of procedure for making a correct
audit of the books and accounts of (a) a manufacturing business, (b)
a fire insurance company, (c) a bank.
2 The check-book of a company shows cash in bank $12,500, the
bank pass-book for the same date shows $14,000; which is correct
and which amount should be included in the balance sheet ?
3 Under what circumstances should deduction be made for depreciation? What classes of assets are most subject to depreciation ?
4 An insurance company buys for investment $50,000 7% 10-year
bonds at 116. Should this purchase be entered in the balance sheet
at par or at cost price ? If the latter, what should be done with the
premium, in view of the fact that the bonds will be paid off at par at
the expiration of 10 years?
5 In the case of an audit of the books of a corporation where the
volume of transactions is so large that a detailed checking of all
postings and footings is out of the question, what course should be
pursued in the examination in order to insure the correctness of the
balance sheet ?
6 If in the course of an audit it should be found that capital expenditures had been charged up against profit and loss account, or items
of expense against improvement account, what would be the duty of
the auditor in respect to such charges ?
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7 How should goods sent out on consignment be treated in the
books of a company ? When the goods have been sold and the consignee sends in his account sales, what entries should be made to give
effect to the transactions ?
8 If any payments are received by a company on account of work
in process, how should such payments on account be shown in the
balance sheet ?
9 In an audit of the books of a company, how may the correctness of the following items in the balance sheet be determined:
(a) outstanding accounts, (b) securities, (c) inventory of finished stock
and raw materials, (d) bank balances, (e) creditors' open accounts,
(f) creditors' bills payable ?
10 A company has caused to be made a revaluation of its buildings, plant and machinery, and it is found that the new values are
greater than those shown by the books; what does this larger value
indicate, and how should such excess be treated in the books of the
company ? What entries should be made to give effect to these conditions in (a) the balance sheet, (3) the profit and loss account ?
11 A manufacturing corporation desires a certificate of its average
annual profits for three years; after charging up all costs, expenses
and depreciation, and an allowance for bad debts, it is found that the
profits for the first year were $62,000, for the second year $64,000
plus $10,500 profit on sale of investments, and for the third year
$72,000 plus $8,400 profit on the sale of real estate. Give the annual
average profit to be certified.
12 In some kinds of business the expenditure on repairs and
renewals account varies considerably from year to year; how should
this expenditure be dealt with in the books of the company so that
the profits need not fluctuate by reason of this variable expenditure ?
13 In an audit of the books of a company it is found that the
president's salary account is credited with a bonus of $5,000 for
'extra services,' in addition to the usual salary paid him; what steps
should be taken to ascertain that this item is correct ?
14 The profit and loss account of a manufacturing company, for
six months ending June 30, 1896, contains on the debit side (a) stock
on hand January 1, 1896, (b) purchases of raw material, (c) manufac-
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turing expenses, (d) expenses of selling; on the credit side (e) sales,
(f) stock on hand June 30. Does the balance of these amounts
constitute the net profit for the six months, or should other charges be
taken into account ? If so, state them.
15 An audit of a set of books for the half year ending December
31 is begun January 26; what course should be pursued to prove the
correctness of the cash on hand December 31 ?
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Examination Department
154.TH EXAMINATION
4 T H ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

AUDITING
Wednesday, June 15, 1898—9:15 a. m. to 12 :15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of persons
applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board of three examiners
for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer the first five questions and five of the others but no more. If more than
five of the others are answered only the first five answers will be considered. Each
complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers
only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each
one of the questions you have answered.

1 State as briefly as possible the duties of an auditor of an ordinary
manufacturing concern.
2 How should the following assets be valued for the purpose of
showing the true net capital of the partners in a private concern : (a)
finished goods on hand, (b) raw material, (c) work in progress, (d)
accounts receivable, (e) stocks and shares in other companies ?
3 In making an audit what method should be adopted to guard
against a second production of vouchers ?
4 How should doubtful debts be treated in a balance sheet? Give
a convenient method of ascertaining whether accounts receivable are
good, bad or doubtful.
5 How should leases be treated in the balance sheet and in the
profit and loss account of a company ?
6 State which of the following should be charged to capital account
and which to revenue account: (a) repairs to machinery and plant,
(b) replacements of plant, (c) new plant purchased, (d) cost of leasehold premises, (e) partners' salaries.
7 A manufacturing company takes out and sells a quantity of old
machinery and replaces it by new; what account should be credited
with the proceeds of the sale ? Give reasons.
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8 Differentiate as fully as possible a manufacturing account, a
trading account and a profit and loss account, and state what the
balance in each case indicates.
9 How should the loss on shares issued at a discount be dealt with
in the accounts of a corporation ?
10 In examining the books and accounts of a business for the purpose of giving a certificate of the net profits earned for a number of
years, how should interest paid on partners' capital be treated ? What
other important points should receive attention in order to state the
profits net ?
IT How may the auditor know that the balance sheet and profit
and loss account of a corporation whose books he has audited include
all income and expenditures applicable to the year under review ?
12 In a large dry goods business it is considered necessary to divide
the bookkeeping in such a way that each ledger shall [be balanced
separately; how should this be done ?
13 Is a trial balance the same as a balance sheet ? If not, in what
way does it differ ?
14 A partnership contract between A and B provides that each
partner shall contribute $25,000 to a new business, and that on any
capital brought in by either partner in excess of this amount he shall
receive 6%. A contributes $10,000 additional, and the bookkeeper
makes an entry in the books at the end of the year crediting A with
6% on $10,000, viz, $600, which is debited to B. Is this correct?
Give reasons.
15 What course should be adopted in an audit of the books of a
firm where defalcations are suspected ?
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College Department
5TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

AUDITING
Wednesday, December 14,1898—9.15 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., only
'The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates tinder this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . '
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer questions 1, 4, 6, 13, 15 and five of the others but no more.
If more than five of the others are answered only the first five answers
will be considered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do
not re-peat questions but write answers only, designating by number
as in question paper.
Check the number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered.
Papers entitled to 75 or more credits will
be accepted.

1 What is an auditor? What qualifications must he possess?
What; are the objects to be attained by an audit?
2 State briefly the duties of an auditor of a corporation.
3 What is the significance of an auditor's certificate of profits
of a business about to be sold to a new company? To what
extent is an auditor responsible, morally and legally, for his
certificates?
4 State what an auditor should do to ascertain if the following assets, appearing in a balance sheet, are taken at a fair
value: (a) merchandise, (b) machinery, (c) real estate.
5 State what means should be employed to ascertain if the
following assets were properly included in a balance sheet at
the valuation given: (a) stocks and bonds, (b) bills receivable,
(c) accounts receivable.
6 What measures should be taken by an auditor to satisfy
himself that all liabilities had been brought into the books and
balance sheet of a manufacturing business?
7 How may an auditor know that credits for merchandise
returned are bona fide, and not made to conceal a shortage in
cash?
8 What classes of salaries and wages should be charged
directly against the cost of manufacture? Give reasons.
9 How should the right to remuneration claimed by officers
and directors of a corporation be verified?
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10 How should the bank balance appearing in the books of
a company be verified by the auditor?
11 To what should the discount on bonds sold for construction and the expense of disposing of such bonds be charged?
Give reasons.
12 Under what circumstances should paid checks be treated
as vouchers? Are checks proper and sufficient vouchers for
purchases? Give reasons.
13 What books of a corporation, in addition to the ordinary
trade books, should be inspected by the auditor? Why?
14 In auditing the books of a company for the first time after
a reorganization, what should an auditor do to verify the opening entries? Give reasons.
15 How may the auditor ascertain the profits for a given
period, from the books of a company kept on a system of single
entry?
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College Department
6 T H ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

AUDITING
Wednesday, June 14, 1899—9.15 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., only
'The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates tinder this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . '
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. Answers in excess of the number
required will not be considered. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the
number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Papers entitled to 75 or more
credits will be accepted.

1 Define audit, auditor.
2 Is it the duty of an auditor of a bank actually to inspect
the securities representing the bank's investments? If so, what
course should be adopted in conducting such examination?
3 In the event of such a difference of opinion between auditor
and directors concerning the rate of depreciation on plant and
machinery as would involve an important alteration in the proposed rate of dividend, how can the matter be settled to the
satisfaction of both parties?
4 Is it a part of the duties of the auditor of the accounts of
a stock company to consider the question of depreciation on
assets, such as buildings, machinery, plant, etc. ? Give reasons
for your answer.
5 In examining cash vouchers in the course of an audit, is it
necessary to place your initials or some other distinctive mark
on each, and if so, why?
6 If the cash in hand of a firm or company under audit consists in part of checks received from customers but not deposited
in bank, how may the auditor assure himself that such checks
are properly included?
7 Show how the bank transactions of a partnership or company under audit may be utilized in verifying the cash-book.
8 What is the value of a bank pass-book for the purposes of
an audit? To what extent should it be taken as a voucher for
cash-book entries, or for the balance carried forward?
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9 Is there any satisfactory method of auditing accounts not
kept by double entry? If so, illustrate the method.
10 In auditing the accounts of a private firm where there are
several partners, to what points should the auditor look in order
to be assured that the partners' accounts are correctly stated
in the balance sheet?
11 What evidence should an auditor require as to the existence of assets (other than book debts) appearing in a balance
sheet, and as to the correctness of the amounts as entered in
the books?
12 State generally your views as to what constitutes capital
expenditure and expenditure properly chargeable against revenue. Under what circumstances would an auditor be justified
in refusing his certificate of audit?
13 An auditor has to audit the accounts of a firm or company
which is a large employer of labor, fixed and extra; state (a)
what vouchers the auditor should expect to find, and, in the
case of the extra labor, how such vouchers should be certified,
(b) what course the auditor should recommend his client to
adopt to make sure that there were no ' dead m e n ' charged on
the fixed lists.
14 What reserves should the auditor expect to find set aside
out of income, besides those for bad debts and discounts, in the
case of (a) a steamship company, (b) a telegraph company?
15 In what way may an auditor form an opinion as to the
value of book debts and outstanding accounts generally?
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College Department
7TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

AUDITING
Wednesday, January 24, 1900 — 9.15 a. m. to 12 .15 p. m., only
'' T h e regents of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, a n d m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . "
•
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. Answers
in excess of the number
required will not be considered.
Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating
by number as in question paper.
Check the
number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered.
Each complete answer will receive 10 credits.
Papers entitled
to 75 or more
credits will be accepted.

1 When an auditor employed to adjust the accounts of a firm
finds that the current work is behind and that no trial balance
has been made for over a year, what course should he pursue,
having regard for his own interests as well as for those of the
firm?
2 What books and other sources of information should an
auditor require in connection with the first audit for a corporation?
3 How should an auditor verify the correctness of the several
accounts receivable found open on the books of a mercantile
firm whose accounts he is called on to audit? Give reasons.
4 How should the auditor treat a company's accounts with
its several agencies at the end of the fiscal year, each agency
having been charged with all of the goods shipped to it, and
each having some stock remaining on hand?
5 If you were called in to investigate the books of account of
a manufacturing firm that contemplated selling its business to
a corporation, and were required to report on the net profits of
the past five years, what would be your course? How would
you ascertain the value of the plant and machinery, and of
other assets that might affect the net profits of the period under
review; Give an indication of the report you would make.
6 In making up the balance-sheet of a firm or corporation,
how should the auditor treat goods that a) have been sent
abroad on consignment and remain unsold, b) are in the hands
of agents at home, c) have been sent out on "sale or return"?
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7 You are called in to examine the books of a firm whose
bookkeeper and cashier has absconded. He is known to be
an embezzler to the amount of at least $2,000. The books
have been kept by double entry and are apparently correct.
How would you proceed to determine the total amount of the
embezzlement? Mention the different methods that the embezzler might have used to hide his stealings.
8 In making up the annual balance-sheet of a manufacturing
business, what values should be stated in the inventory of completed product on hand, product in process, and unconsumed
materials, assuming that average conditions prevail with respect
to market prices of material and labor?
9 Should the auditor of a firm or corporation revise the form
and wording of the balance-sheet to which his certificate is to
be attached? Give reasons.
10 Give reasons for or against the necessity of an auditor's
verifying the stock ledger of a corporation.
11 In balancing a set of books consisting of cash-book, purchase book, sales-book, journal and ledger, the debit side of
the trial balance is found to be $87.19 in excess of the credit
side; how should the error be sought?
12 Describe the steps necessary to make a complete audit of
a savings-bank.
13 Describe the processes of verifying the cash-book of a
partnership or company by means of the bank transactions.
14 The YCX Co. takes a large number of notes (bills receivable) from its customers, and when in need of funds discounts or sells them; how may the accounts be managed so as
to show the company's liability as indorser on the paper discounted?
15 The machinery used by a firm has been purchased on the
instalment plan, with monthly payments, and under the stipulation that the title shall pass only when the last payment has
been made. At the close of the fiscal year there are yet several
payments to be made. The firm also pays a royalty on the
output of some of the machines secured on this plan. How
should the auditor in his annual statement deal with the
machinery, the instalments paid and the royalty?
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College D e p a r t m e n t
8 T H ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

AUDITING
W e d n e s d a y , June 13, 1900 — 9.15 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, a n d m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. Answers
in excess of the number
required will not be considered.
Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating
by number as in question paper.
Check the
number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered.
Each complete answer will receive 10 credits.
Papers entitled
to 75 or more
credits will be accepted.

1 Explain generally the duties of an auditor. State the
qualifications and training necessary to fit an auditor for the
discharge of his duties.
2 Is it an auditor's duty to concern himself, to any extent,
with the validity of the transactions that come under his notice?
Explain.
3 Describe the steps necessary for a thorough and systematic
audit of the accounts of a partnership business.
4 State the plan of procedure in making a thorough audit of
the accounts and books of a corporation.
5 In auditing the accounts of a manufacturing company,
what steps should be taken to verify the following assets: cash,
bank account, bills receivable, accounts receivable, manufactured stock, real estate and machinery?
6 In auditing a private banking institution, how would you
ascertain the amount of checks that have been charged to
depositors' accounts, but not presented for payment?
7 In preparing the balance-sheet of a business at the close of
a year, how should each of the following be treated: a) bad
and doubtful debts, b) premiums for fire insurance unexpired,
c) interest paid in advance on bills payable discounted, d) depreciation of factory plant, store and office fixtures and similar
items?
8 Write in proper form an auditor's certificate of correctness.
9 Under what circumstances, if any, would it be proper to
open an account with goodwill? On finding a goodwill account
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on the ledger of a business for which you are to prepare the
annual statement, how would you treat the account, or what
special adjustment would you suggest in regard to it?
10 You have in hand the examination of the cash and bank
account of a mercantile firm that uses checks very freely.
Draft a reconcilement account, bringing the cash-book and
bank pass-book into harmony at the close of the period under
review.
11 What check has the auditor on fictitious entries showing
purchases, and on returns of goods sold?
12 In auditing the accounts of a gas company, what evidence
of the receipt of amounts due from customers should be required?
13 Should any fluctuation in the valuation of permanent assets be permitted to affect the result of the loss and gain account? Give reasons for your answer.
14 Expenditures are made by a corporation for items of each
of the following classes: a) taking down a machine in one
part of a factory, moving it and putting it up in another part,
b) expenses of incorporating the company, including state
charges and lawyer's services, c) brokerage on purchase of a
piece of property, d) commission on an issue of debenture
bonds, e) costs attending a mortgage, f) furniture and fittings
of a city office and salesroom, g) costs of patents, including
solicitor's charges and government fees. Which items should
be charged to capital and which to revenue? State reasons for
your answer in each case.
15 The balance-sheet of a firm is summarized as follows:
ASSETS:
Cash, stock, and accounts receivable
Manufacturing plant.

$67,500
15,000

LIABILITIES:

Notes a n d accounts payable
Capital

$49,500
37,500
$82,500

Would you consider this firm insolvent?
your answer.

$87,000

Give reasons for
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Examination Department
I42D

EXAMINATION

1ST ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL L A W
W e d n e s d a y , D e c e m b e r , 16, 1896—1:15 to 4:15 p . m . , o n l y
"The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
100 credits,

necessary

to pass,

75

Answer questions 7, 2, 7, 8, 10 and five of the others but no more. If
more than five of these other questions are answered only the first five
of these answers will be considered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each
one of the questions you have answered.
Use only one side of sheet.

1 Draw the following promissory notes and forms of indorsement :
NOTES

a Not negotiable; maker, John Brown; payee, Walter
Jones; amount, $1000.25; time, four months; place
of payment, bank of America.
b Negotiable; maker, payee, amount, time and place of
payment as in a.
c Negotiable; requiring no indorsement.
INDORSEMENTS

d Indorsement by above payee, in blank.
e Indorsement by above payee, to Robinson & Co. in full
and further negotiable.
f Indorsement by Robinson & Co., relieving them from
further liability.
g Indorsement by Robinson & Co., to Henry Miller, not
further negotiable.
2 When an indorsed promissory note is not paid at maturity
a What course should the holder pursue in order to prove
presentation?
b Against whom can the holder bring suit for recovery?
c Against whom can an indorser who has been compelled
to pay this dishonored note bring suit for recovery?
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d Under what circumstances is an indorser relieved from
liability?
e How may the holder be relieved from the necessity of
protesting it for non-payment?
f What are the principal defenses that may be urged by
the maker of a note in an action for non-payment?
g What defense (good as against the payee or indorser
who has knowledge thereof) will not relieve the maker
from liability to a subsequent purchaser in good faith
before maturity?
h How is the liability of indorsers affected by an agreement between the holder and the maker of the note
to extend time of payment beyond maturity?
3 Draw the following bills of exchange and forms of indorsement and acceptance:
DOMESTIC BILL

'

a Drawer, Smith & Jones, Boston; drawee, Brown & Robinson, New York; amount, $500.50; payee, Edward
Hunt, New York; time, 10 days sight.
b Indorsement by payee, in blank.
c Acceptance by drawee, payable at bank of New York.
FOREIGN

BILL

a Drawer, J. M. Wilson, Son & Co., London; drawee,
Flint, Heddy & Co., New York; amount, $9000.50;
payee, Marquand & Bro., Boston; time, 60 days date.
b Indorsement by payee to . . . in full.
c Form of drawee's acceptance.
4 If the drawee of a draft or bill of exchange refuses to accept the same on presentation:
a How is the due date of the draft, or bill, affected?
b In what manner if any is he liable under the draft, or
bill, if he has funds of the drawer or is indebted to
the drawer?
c On what grounds can the holder commence action?
d How can a third party prevent the bill from becoming
due at once, and what would be his position if obliged
to pay the bill?
5 What is a corporation, and how does it differ from a jointstock company?
6 Describe briefly the following:
a A sole corporation.,
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b A corporation aggregate.
c An eleemosynary corporation.
d A public corporation.
e A private corporation.
7 Answer briefly:
a How may corporations be created?
b What acts of a corporation are called ultra vires ?
c What is a franchise ?
d Through whom does a corporation act in transacting its
business?
e By whom must all contracts, deeds, mortgages, leases
and other instruments binding a corporation be signed
and whence do the signers derive their authority?
f Explain the manner of issuing and of transferring the
capital stock of a corporation and state the principal
rights acquired by stockholders.
g What is the limit of a stockholder's liability?
h How may a corporation be dissolved?
8 Answer briefly:
a What is a contract ?
b How is a contract made?
c What are some kinds of contracts that must be in
writing?
d What are some forms of contracts that must be under
seal?
e Which contracts if made on Sunday are void, and which
are not void?
9 Answer briefly:
a What is a debt and what can a creditor demand in payment of a debt?
b When a creditor accepts in satisfaction payment of less
than the full amount of a debt, how can the debtor
guard against further demands?
c When, where and to whom must payment of a debt be
made?
d Is a debtor legally entitled to a receipt?
e Which has the prior right to apply a payment against
any one of several debts, the debtor or the creditor?
f When a partial payment is made on a debt bearing interest, in what manner is it applied?
g When does the period of limitation begin to run, and
what are some of the ways in which its operation can
be modified?
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10 What is a partnership?
How may the relationship of
partner be established? Define nominal partner, silent partner, dormant partner, special partner.
11 In what respects are partners trustees for each other and
in what respects are they agents for each other?
12 What are the relative liabilities of a new partner and a
retiring partner?
13 How is a limited partnership formed?
14 State the difference between a sale and a consignment.
15 What kind of action can the consignor maintain against a
consignee who converts to his own use the proceeds of the
sale of consignor's goods?
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Examination Department
146TH

EXAMINATION

2D ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL L A W
W e d n e s d a y , June 16, 1897—1:15 to 4:15 p. m., only
"The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 1-5 and five of the others but no more. If more
than five of these other questions are answered only the first five of
these answers will be considered. Each complete answer will receive
10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( ) of each one
of the questions you have answered.
Use only one side of sheet.

1 What is a bailment?
State the titles, general relations
and respective obligations of the parties to a bailment.
2 Define the following kinds of bailment: (a) deposit, (b)
commission or mandate, (c) loan for use, (d) pledge, (e) bailment
for hire.
3 State the principal points of law governing bailments, in
respect to (a) return of property to bailor, (b) use of property
by bailee, (c) sale of pledge by bailee, (d) liability of bailee.
4 What are common carriers ? To what extent is a common
carrier liable as insurer? What security has the carrier for
the payment of his charges?
5 What is a general assignment and under what circumstances may it be set aside? What advantage to the debtor
has an insolvent assignment over a general assignment? What
are preferences in an assignment?
6 When a partnership assigns:
a By whom must the instrument be executed?
b What property may be included?
c What debts must first be discharged?
7 Answer briefly the following:
a What are the powers of an assignee?
b How must an assignee qualify?
c How may an assignee resign?
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8 What courses of action under the insolvent laws are open
to a debtor who is unable to discharge his obligations?
9 Define briefly the following instruments: (a) bill of lading, (b) charter party, (c) consular invoice, (d) bottomry bond,
(e) respondentia bond.
10 What is a guaranty?
State the titles and the mutual
relations of the parties to a guaranty and the consideration
necessary to make it binding. How may a surety be relieved
from liability?
11 What is the extent of the liability of the guarantor under
each of the following: (a) guaranty for payment, (b) guaranty
for collection, (c) continuing guaranty?
12 On what loans may a higher rate of interest than 6% be
taken?
What is the time for the payment of a note falling due on
(a) Saturday, (b) Sunday, (c) Saturday when the following
Monday is a legal holiday?
13 In the case of a debt secured by collateral what course is
open to the creditor?
14 Define briefly each of the following terms: (a) agent, (b)
agency, (c) general agent, (d) special agent, (e) power of
attorney. In what cases is an acknowledgment of execution
of a power of attorney necessary?
15 In a certain stock corporation only 50% of the subscribed
capital has been called. A has paid all the instalments called
and has loaned to the company an additional sum, for which
he has taken its promissory note, and has transferred the note
to B. B demands payment. May the company call further
instalments on A's stock, and offset the amount so called
against the promissory note held by B? Explain your answer.
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Examination Department
149TH EXAMINATION
3 D ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL LAW
Wednesday, December 15, 1897—1: 15 to 4: 15 p. m., only
" The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of persons
applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board of three examiners
for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 2, 4, 6, 8, 11 and five of the others, but no more. If more
than five of the others are answered only the first five answers will be considered.
Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write
answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number (V)
of each one of the questions you have answered.

1 What is an executory contract, and in what respect does it differ
from a contract executed ?
2 State (a) the essentials to the validity of a contract, (b) exceptions to the general rule as to the validity of a contract, (c) the act or
acts necessary to make a contract of sale valid.
3 a When goods are sold on credit, in whom is the right of possession and of property vested ?
b State the rights of the vendor and of the vendee in case of the
insolvency of the vendee before obtaining possession.
4 a After the delivery of goods to a common carrier, as ordered
by the vendee, in whom do the right of property and the
risk rest ?
b What rights or remedies has the vendee of goods sold on
credit, in case the vendee becomes insolvent while the
goods are in transitu ?
5 Show the difference between a general agent and a special agent6 What redress has a principal in case his agent pledges (a) the
goods of the principal, (b) the negotiable paper of the principal ?
7 a To what extent is a principal bound by a contract made by
his agent ?
b In the case of goods sold by an agent, what are the rights of
the principal in respect to payment by the purchaser ?
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8 What is each of the following : (a) a general lien, (b) a particular
lien ? State what is necessary to create a lien.
9 Show how the authority of an agent may terminate.
10 Define partnership, general partner, special partner.
State the
rights of a special partner in case of the insolvency of the firm.
11 a To what extent does the act of one partner bind his copartners ?
b Must a partner account to his firm for profits made by him in
a separate business ?
c State the process of dissolving a partnership.
12 State briefly the effects of a dissolution of a partnership on the
rights and powers of the individual partners.
13 Explain the following points regarding a guaranty: (a) nature
and purpose, (b) manner of making, (c) how the position of a guarantor of negotiable paper differs from that of an indorser.
14 a Describe the steps necessary for the formation of a business
corporation.
b State what is requisite for the validity of a contract by a corporation.
15 State what facts must be established to show the validity of an
issue of bonds by a municipality.
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Examination Department
154TH EXAMINATION
4 T H ACCOUNTANT

EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL L A W
Wednesday, June 15, 1898—1:15 to 4:15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of persons
applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board of three examiners
for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2

100 credits, necessary to pass, 75
Answer questions 1, 2, 7, 9, 11 and Jive of the others but no more. If more
than five of the others are answered only the first five answers will be considered.
Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do not repeat questions but write
answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the number ( )
of each one of the questions you have answered.

1 (a) What are the essential elements of a sale ? (b) What is the
effect of a sale of goods in fraudulent possession of the vendor ?
(c) What is meant by a sale to arrive and what is the legal effect of
such a sale ?
2 Answer the following in relation to a promissory note: (a) How
may the indorser be relieved from liability ? (b) How is the liability
of an indorser affected by an arrangement between holder and maker
extending the time of payment ? (c) How far is an indorser holden
when the maker becomes insolvent and settles with his creditors for
50 cents on the dollar ?
3 Is the validity of a note or a check affected by the fact of its
being dated on a legal holiday ? on Sunday ? Explain. If the date
of a note should be changed by the holder, would its validity be
affected thereby.
4 a If A gives a note to B in payment of a debt, and it is indorsed
by C as surety, can B collect from C if he has not protested the note?
Give reasons for your answer.
b Money is obtained at a bank on a note payable to order; the
indorsement is genuine, but the maker's name is forged. On whom
does the loss fall ? Why ?
5 If a man is in the employ of a firm and receives an interest in
the profits in lieu of salary, is he liable as a partner ? If he has no
salary but shares in profits and losses, is he a partner ? Explain.
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6 One partner of a firm, who is responsible financially, is in debt to
the firm beyond his right to draw money; how can said indebtedness
be collected without dividing the firm ? Can one partner be sued by
another member of the firm ? Could the claim be assigned to a third
party and collected by him ?
7 (a) What is meant by agency ? (b) How should an agent's
authority be conferred ? (c) Has an agent power to delegate his
authority ? (d) Has an agent who has sold goods for a principal a
right to collect the amount due for the same ? (e) Mention and
differentiate the classes of agents.
8 If an agent exceeds instructions in making a contract, can the
principal be held, always supposing that the other party to the contract does not know to what extent the agent's powers are limited ?
Define precisely the extent of a principal's liability for acts of his
agent.
9 State what is required to constitute a partnership. Define
limited partnership and state how it is constituted.
10 What is a factor ? Explain the difference between a factor and
a broker.
11 What is a warranty ? What is the rule of damages for breach
of warranty ?
12 Explain the difference between an attorney in fact and an
attorney at law. Write out a form of power of attorney to sign checks
and indorse negotiable paper.
13 Define usury and state the penalty for usury. Mention the
principal exemptions from the operation of the usury law.
14 How may a partnership be terminated ? What steps should be
taken by a retiring partner to relieve himself from further partnership
responsibility when the business is continued by the former copartners ?
15 When a portion of the stock of a corporation is held by the
company and stands in the name of the treasurer as trustee, can the
treasurer vote the stock at an annual election of directors, and if so,
must he vote it as instructed by the old board of directors ?
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College Department
5TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL LAW
Wednesday, December 14, 1898 —1.15 to 4.15 p. m., only
'The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose . . . '
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer the first five questions and five of the others but no more. If
more than five of the others are answered only the first five answers
will be considered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Do
not repeat questions but write answers only, designating by number
as in question paper.
Check the number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Papers entitled to 75 or more credits will be
accepted.

1 When does a deed conveying real estate take effect? Is
there any legal presumption as to the time a deed took effect,
and if so, is this presumption subject to rebuttal? Give reasons.
Define escrow.
2 A in Boston offers by letter a quantity of shoes at a certain price to B in New York. B mails a letter from New York
to A in Boston, declining the offer. Three hours later B in
New York telegraphs A in Boston as follows: 'Offer accepted.
Ship at once.' This telegram is received by A two hours in advance of B's letter of declination. Is there a contract? Explain fully.
3 A indorses B's note in favor of C for $1000. At the same
time he guarantees in writing the payment of a note by B to C
for the same amount. Neither note is protested at maturity,
and neither is paid by B. C sues A for the amount of the two
notes. Can he recover, and if so how much? Give reasons for
your answer.
4 What rights and remedies have two equal partners in a
business when they are irreconcilably divided as to the management of its affairs?
5 How must the contracts of a corporation be made? Are
there any exceptions to the general rule? Explain fully.
6 What is meant by stoppage in transit? Give an example
showing the proceedings.
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7 Explain what is meant by the statement that ' a common
carrier is an insurer of goods entrusted to him to be transported
to a designated destination'. Are there any qualifications or
exceptions to this liability? Give reasons and full explanation.
8 Define arbitration and give the general rule by which the
proceeding is governed. In what cases is arbitration usually resorted to? Wherein does an arbitration differ from a reference?
9 What is a broker? What is meant by the terms bought
note and sold note ? Illustrate, and show to what extent such
notes are used.
10 What is meant by ultra vires in regard to the act of a corporation? Explain, and give an example of such an act.
11 When the capital of a corporation is legally increased,
have the old stockholders any preemptive right to purchase the
new stock? Give reasons.
12 What is a receiver ? What is his first duty on taking possession of property or trust funds committed to his care ? Give
reasons and illustrations. How should he deposit trust funds
in a bank? Illustrate.
13 What is meant by the rule hearsay evidence is excluded?
Illustrate. State the rule as to the admission of books of account as evidence in court. Explain.
14 Where in New York must a corporation file the annual
report required by law? What must this report contain? What
remedy has a director when the annual report, despite his protest, has not been filed? What is the penalty for failure to file
an annual report?
15 A policy of insurance contains a clause exempting the
company from liability if the insured premises remain idle or
vacant 20 days without the permission of the company indorsed
in writing on the policy. A policy holder applies to the agent
who issued the policy for such permission, and the agent gives
permission orally, saying that the written consent of the company is not necessary. The insured building burns. The
owner sues the company. In whose favor should judgment be
rendered? Why?
What is the duty of an executor in regard to policies covering property of the testator?
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College Department
6TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL LAW
Wednesday, June 14, 1899 —1.15 to 4.15 p. m., only
' T h e regents of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates tinder this act, a n d m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . '
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. If more than 10 are answered
only
the first JO answers will be considered.
Do not repeat questions
but
write answers only, designating
by number as in question paper.
Check
the number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered.
Each
complete answer will receive 10 credits.
Papers entitled to 75 or more
credits will be accepted.

1 What is an account stated?
To what extent is it conclusive ? Does the mere rendering of an account make it an
account stated? On what grounds may an account stated be
opened?
2 After how many years is a mutual account between merchants barred?" When does the statute of limitations begin to
run?
3 A makes a bond and mortgage and afterward tranfers the
mortgaged property to B. As the mortgage approaches maturity B applies to the holder of the mortgage for an extension
of the time of payment. Will the granting of such an extension affect the liability of A on his bond, and if so, in what way?
4 What is a contract ? On what is a contract founded? State
the difference between an express contract and an implied contract. What certain conditions are requisite to the validity of
an express contract?
5 How is a pledge of stock usually made? Must the pledgee
return to the pledger the identical certificate representing the
stock pledged? Has the pledgee the right to sell or repledge
the stock?
6 State completely the law in respect to the application of
payments made on account, where there are several distinct
debts or evidences of debt.
7 Mention several different ways in which a partnership may
be dissolved. What effect has a dissolution on the property,
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interest in the joint stock, or joint rights of the partners, or on
their powers over old debts due to them or by them?
8 By what means and to what extent may a retiring partner
terminate his liability for the debts of the partnership so that
such liability shall attach to no new obligations? How may he.
escape from his liabilities for existing obligations?
9 Distinguish between general and special agents. To what
extent is the principal bound by the act of his agent? Must
third parties, for their own protection, ascertain the agent's
authority? Is the authority of a general agent unlimited? To
what extent is the authority of an agent affected by usage or
custom?
10 In taking the accounts of a firm, state the principles which
determine whether a given expense or loss is to be placed to
the debit of the firm or to the debit of one or more of the
(partners separately.
11 State the powers and interests of surviving partners in a
business.
12 State the rule of interest applicable where partial payments are made.
13 What property may a corporation receive in payment for
its shares of stock?
14 Are stock dividends which represent the accumulated
earnings or profits of a corporation, income or capital in this
state as between life-tenant and remainder-man? Explain.
15 As between life-tenant and remainder-man, is a dividend
declared but not paid during the lifetime of a testator to be
treated as capital or income? Give reasons.
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College Department
7TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL LAW
Wednesday, January 24, 1900—1.15 to 4.15 p. m., only
" T h e regents of the University shall m a k e rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and m a y appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
L a w s of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. Answers
in excess of the number
required
will not be considered.
Do not repeat questions but
write
answers only, designating
by number as in question paper.
Check the
number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered.
Each complete answer will receive 10 credits.
Papers entitled to 75 or more
credits will be accepted.

1 Give illustrations of the following kinds of indorsement of
a promissory note: in blank, special, restrictive, protest waived,
qualified. Explain the legal effect of each.
2 Will the devise or assignment of all the rights, etc. of a
partner make the legatee or assignee a partner? Explain.
3 Can a partner buy a debt against his firm? Explain.
4 In what way does a deed become operative?
5 State when the statute of limitations begins to run a) on a
note payable on demand, b) on a note payable on a day certain
or at a particular period after date, c) on goods sold and delivered
without any agreement as to credit, d) on mutual accounts.
6 By whom must a certificate of incorporation of a stock
company be executed? State the minimum number of incorporators required. What is the limitation as to number of
directors? May corporations, copartnerships, minors and persons acting in a representative capacity be incorporators?
7 Has a special partner prior right over other partners in
distribution of capital surplus on the winding up of the firm?
Are his rights subordinate to those of all other creditors? Why?
8 To whom does the right of stoppage in transit belong?
Under what circumstances may this right be exercised? When
does the right of stoppage cease?
9 Within what period must an action be brought in the case
of a) instruments under seal, b) written contracts not under seal,
c) unwritten contracts, d) personal injury resulting from negligence ?
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10 How is an agent's authority derived from his principal?
Where the acts to be performed by the agent could not be performed by the principal except by an instrument under seal,
what is required?
11 On the death of a partner, what right have his representatives to the firm property?
12 What constitutes an insurable interest in property?
13 On the dissolution of a corporation in whom does the title
to the corporate property vest? To whom is such title-holder
responsible?
14 When a partial payment is made, is it applied in the first
instance to the discharge of the accrued interest or of the
principal? If the payment is less than the accrued interest,
how is subsequent interest computed?
15 What is the meaning of the term in escrow when applied
to deeds? When does a deed in escrow take effect?
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College Department
8TH ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION

COMMERCIAL LAW
Wednesday, June 13, 1900 —1.15 to 4.15 p. m., only
"The regents of the University shall make rules for the examination of
persons applying for certificates under this act, and may appoint a board
of three examiners for the purpose
. . . "
Laws of 1896, ch. 312, § 2
Answer 10 questions but no more. Answers in excess of the number
required will not be considered
Do not repeat questions but write
answers only, designating by number as in question paper. Check the
number ( ) of each one of the questions you have answered. Each complete answer will receive 10 credits. Papers entitled to 73- or more
credits will be accepted.

1 State the general rule governing the interpretation of contracts. Mention any exception to this rule.
2 Describe the acts necessary to fix the responsibility of the
drawer and indorsers of negotiable paper and mention the omissions which will operate to discharge the drawer or indorsers.
3 Does a judgment when docketed have preference over an
existing unrecorded mortgage?
State the principle of law
involved.
4 State the essential feature of a partnership. Must each
partner have an interest in both profits and losses?
5 What law governs as to questions arising under a will disposing of personalty and realty in various different states?
6 Where a valid debt exists for a certain sum of money does
a receipt for a less sum specifying that it is " i n full of the
d e b t " or "of all demands" debar the creditor from collecting
the amount unpaid? Explain.
7 A and B are partners. Can B, on the death of A, sell the
firm property and give good title thereto? Explain.
8 When does the title pass to the purchaser a) under a contract of sale, b) when goods are manufactured on order? Mention two of the grounds on which a contract of sale may be
avoided.
9 May an agent be orally empowered to make a written contract for the sale of land or to convey the land after sale?
Explain.
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10 Define dower. When does the right of dower accrue?
Is this right affected by any assignment made by the husband?
11 What is the nature of the interest of each partner in
partnership property? Has a partner an exclusive right to
any part of such property? In what way can a partner's interest be ascertained and made available?
12 May a corporation buy its own stock? Explain fully.
13 Explain the distinction between surcharging an account
and falsifying an account.
14 Is it necessary that a guaranty for the debt or default of
another be in writing and express the consideration in order to
hold the guarantor? Is notice of non-payment necessary to
charge the guarantor of the payment of a promissory note?
15 When does a proxy, executed by a member of a corporation without specifying the time it is to continue in force, become invalid? Must a proxy holder be necessarily a stockholder? Have inspectors of election power to determine the
genuineness of proxies?

INDEX
The superior figures tell the exact place on the page in ninths; e. g. 2753
means page 275 beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one
third of the way down.

Accident insurance, 2753.
Accord, 2652.
Account, books of, 2415.
Accountant, see Certified public accountant; Junior accountant.
Accounting, importance, 2334-355.
See also Practical accounting.
Accounts, methods of keeping, 2535;
theory of :outline of examinations,
2403-469; bibliography, 2772; question papers, 280-95.
Agency, 2674-687; bibliography, 2787.
Arbitration, 2653.
Assets, 2601.
Assignees' accounts, 2492.
Auditing, outline of examinations,
2505-612; bibliography, 2778; question papers, 324-40.
Award, 2653.
Bailments, 2727-743; bibliography,
2792.
Balance sheet, 2464, 2494, 2522.
Bank account, 2527.
Banking, 2433.
Bankruptcy, 2763; bibliography, 2798.
Banks, 2555-564.
Bibliography, 277-79.
Bills payable, 2528.
Bona fide holder, 2661.
Bonds, 2498-501.

Bookkeeping, rules and methods,
2418-459.
Breweries, 2547.
Building and loan associations, 2568571.
Business papers and statements,
2461.
C. P. A., use of title, 2346, 2369, 2375.
Calendar of examinations, 2395.
Capital, 2698-701.
Capital stock, 2698-701.
Certificates, revocation, 2376. See
also Certified public accountant
certificate; Junior accountant certificate.
Certificates of deposit, 2665.
Certified public accountant certificate, requirements, 2382-393; examinations for, 2395.
Certified public accountants, act
creating, 2346, 2357, 2367-376.
Chattel mortgage, 2724.
Checks, 2665.
Collateral security, 2732.
Collections, 2665.
Columnar books, 2502.
Commercial accounts, 2539-542.
Commercial law, outline of examinations, 2613-765; bibliography,
278-79; question papers, 341-58.
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Common carriers, 2736-742.
Consignments, 2529.
Contractors, 2546.
Contracts, 2625-674, 270 4 ; unlawful,
263 5 ; p e r f o r m a n c e of, 271 8 ; end of,
2739-741; bibliography, 278 5 .
Copyright l a w s , bibliography, 279 7 .
Corporation accounting, 2428, 247848 4 .
Corporations, 2697-708, 278 9 .
2

5

Credentials, 238 -39 .
Creditors, f r a u d a s to, 263 7 .
Decedents, e s t a t e s of, 276 3 ; bibliogr a p h y , 279 7 .
Depreciation, 2607.
Dividends, 2707.
D u r e s s , 2634.
E x a m i n a t i o n s , t i m e held,
236 2 ;
4
s t a t e m e n t of scope, 236 ; c a l e n d a r
of, 239 5 ; outline of, 2402-765. See
also Question p a p e r s .
E x a m i n e r s , public a c c o u n t a n t , 235 9 ,
2376.
E x c e p t i o n a l bailments, 2735-742.
E x e c u t o r s ' accounts, 2492, 258 4 .
Factory accounting, 2426-432.
F i n a n c i a l institutions, 255 5 .
F i r e insurance, 2565, 274 7 .
F o r e i g n exchange, 2489-492, 261 2 .
Forfeited shares, 261 2 .
F r a u d a s to creditors, see Creditors.
F r a u d s , s t a t u t e of, 263 3 , 271 1 .
Guaranty, 274 4 ; bibliography, 2793.
Hotel-keepers, 2743.
Hotels, 2548.
Innkeepers, 274 3 .
Insolvency accounts, 2488.
I n s t i t u t i o n s , a c c o u n t s of, 258 6 .

I n s u r a n c e , 256 5 ; bibliography, 279 2 .
See also Accident i n s u r a n c e ; F i r e
i n s u r a n c e ; Life i n s u r a n c e .
J o i n t a c c o u n t s , 248 6 .
J u n i o r a c c o u n t a n t certificate, r e q u i r e m e n t s , 239 4 ; e x a m i n a t i o n s
for, 239 5 .
Landlord a n d t e n a n t , 276 1 .
L a w , certified public a c c o u n t a n t ,
2346, 235 7 , 2367-376. See also Commercial l a w .
L e g a l remedies, 262 4 .
L e g a l rights, 2622.
Liabilities, 260 6 .
Lien, mechanics, 2762.
Life insurance, 2567, 275 1 .
Limitation of actions, 265 1 .
M a n u f a c t u r i n g accounts, 2484.
M a n u f a c t u r i n g t r a d e r s , 254 3 .
Mechanics lien, 2762.
Mining, 255 4 .
Mortgages, chattel, 272 4 ; r e a l e s t a t e ,
275 8 .
N e g o t i a b l e contracts, 2654-674.
Negotiable i n s t r u m e n t s , N e w York
law, 2667-674; bibliography, 278 6 .
Negotiable paper, 249 6 .
N e t profit, true, 2599.
N e w York, first s t a t e to recognize
i m p o r t a n c e of a c c o u n t a n t ' s w o r k ,
234 5 ; negotiable i n s t r u m e n t s l a w ,
2667-674.
Outline of e x a m i n a t i o n s , 2402-765.
Partnership,
268 7 -69 6 ;
accounts,
4
247 ; bibliography, 278 8 .
P a t e n t l a w s , bibliography, 279 7 .
P a y m e n t s , 252 5 .
P e r s o n a l property, sales of, 270 8 -72 6 ;
bibliography, 2791.
Pledge, 273 2 .

INDEX TO CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT SYLLABUS
P r a c t i c a l accounting, outline of
examinations,
247 1 ;
question
papers, 296-323.
Preliminary
education,
requirem e n t s , 2384.
P r o p e r t y , title to, 2624, 271 3 , 2755.
See also Corporations; P e r s o n a l
p r o p e r t y ; Real property.
Public a c c o u n t a n t examiners, 2339,
2376.
Public a c c o u n t a n t s , qualifications
a n d responsibilities, 2349-357. See
also Certified public a c c o u n t a n t s .
Public accounting, raised to dignity
of a profession, 2345.
P u b l i s h e r s , 255 2 .
Question p a p e r s , theory of accounts, 280-95; practical accounting, 296-323; auditing, 324-40; commercial law, 341-58.
R a i l w a y a c c o u n t i n g , 2436-459; bibliography, 2776, 279 2.
R a i l w a y s , 257 2 ; street, 2582.
Real property, 2754-762, 2795.
Regents, a d m i n i s t r a t o r s of C. P . A.
law, 235 8 .
Reserve funds, 261 2 .
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Retailers, 2543.
Satisfaction, 265 2 .
Savings b a n k s , 2564.
Securities, 2498-501.
Shares, forfeited, 261 2 .
Shipping, 275 3 ; bibliography, 2794.
Shipping companies, 2579-582.
S t a t u t e of frauds, see F r a u d s .
S t a t u t e of limitations, see Limitation of actions.
Stock companies, 253 3 .
Street r a i l w a y s , 258 2 .
Suretyship, 274 4 ; bibliography, 2793.
Syllabus, 238-76.
Telegraph companies, 2743.
T e n a n t , see Landlord a n d t e n a n t .
Tender, 26 46 .
T h e a t e r s , 2549-552.
Title to property, 2624, 275 5 .
T r a d e m a r k s , bibliography, 2797.
T r a d e r s , m a n u f a c t u r i n g , 2543.
Trial balance, 2462, 2494, 2522, 253 1 .
T r u s t e e s ' accounts, 2492, 2584.
Vouchers, 2524.
W a g e s , 2526.
W a r r a n t y , 271 5 .
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Examination reports. University of the State of New Y o r k — E x amination dep't. Annual rep't 1894-97.
O. Albany 1895-98.
Price 75 cents a vol.
Till 1894 these reports formed part of the general University reports, known as
the "regents reports". These reports cover courses of study in secondary
schools, examination of professional and business students, licensing examinations for physicians, dentists, veterinary surgeons and certified public
accountants. See also B23.
In 1898 the examination reports and bulletins were discontinued and replaced by
those of the college and high school departments into which the examination
department was reorganized.
Examination bulletins. University of the State of New Y o r k — E x amination dep't. Bulletins. O.
Albany 1895-98. Price to advance subscribers 50 cents a year.
B4 Regents examinations (Examinations no. 1) 82p. Nov. 1890.
Price 10 cents.
Historical sketch, laws, ordinances and rules pertaining to all examinations
conducted by the regents; details as to all University credentials; subjects,
times and places of examinations 1891-95; notes on the reorganization of
1890.

Academic syllabus (Examinations no. 2) 174P. A p . 1891.
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B i o Medical syllabus (Examinations no. 3) 30p. Oct. 1892. Replaced by X 7 .
B5

B13 Law syllabus (Examinations no. 4) 120p. Mar. 1893. Price 15¢.
Outline of ground covered by examinations for the regents degree of bachelor of
laws.
B23 Report of examination department 1893 (Examinations no. 5)
82p. Feb. 1894. Price 10 cents.
X 6 Report of examination department 1894. 121p. Mar. 1895. Price 15¢.
X 7 Medical syllabus. 128p. Mar. 1895. Price 25 cents.
An outline of the ground covered by state licensing examinations, prepared under
direction of state boards of medical examiners for guidance of candidates.
X 8 Academic syllabus. 204P. June 1895. Replaced by X24.
Syllabus of form study and drawing. 30p. 32pl. Price 15 cents.
Reprint of p. 410-34d and plates from X8.
X9 Report of examination department 1895. 108p. Feb. 1896. Price 15¢.
X10 Examination papers 1896. 502p. Oct. 1896. Price 50 cents ;
small size uniform with previous volumes pap. 25c, boards 50c.
See also Question papers.
Xll
Davis, W : M . (Harvard) State map of New York as an aid
to the study of geography. 27p. Nov. 1896. Price 5 cents.
Based on the topographic map in preparation by the U. S. geological survey.
X12 Report of examination department 1896. 114P. Jan. 1897. Price 15c.
X13 College-entrance English. 147P. June 1897. Price 15 cents.
Present English entrance requirements of representative colleges and universities.
Also discussions on aims and methods in teaching secondary school English.
X14 Examination papers 1897. 578p. Aug. 1897. Price, see X10.
See also Question papers.
X15 Report of examination department1897.120p.Nov. 1897. Price 15¢.
X16 Examination papers 1898. 514P. Sep. 1898. Price, see X10.
See also Question papers. The second edition contains only the academic papers,
the professional papers being printed separately as college bulletin 3; see K3.
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High school dep't. Bulletins. O. Albany 1898-date. Price to
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X17 Report of high school department 1898 (High school bulletin 1)
Mar. 1899. 122p. Price 15 cents.
X18 State science teachers association. Proceedings of the third
annual meeting. Dec. 1898 (High school bulletin 2) 202p. N o v .
1899. Price 25 cents.
X19 Associated academic principals. Proceedings of the 14th annual
conference, Dec. 1898 (High school bulletin 3) 236P. Dec. 1899.
Price 25 cents.
X20 Academic examination papers 1899 (High school bulletin 4)
3o6p. Oct. 1899. Price 25 cents.
See also Question papers.
X 2 I Report of high school department 1899 (High school bulletin 5)
70p. Feb. 1900. Price 10 cents.
X22 Associated academic principals. Proceedings of the 15th annual
conference, Dec. 1899 (High school bulletin 6) 188p. Mar. 1900.
Price 20 cents,
X23 State science teachers association. Proceedings of the fourth
annual meeting, Dec. 1899 (High school bulletin 7) 302P. A p . 1900.
Price 35 cents.
X24 Academic syllabus (High school bulletin 8) 226p.
A p . 1900.
Price 25 cents ; cloth 50 cents.
The University declines to recommend any special textbook, but for tie guidance
of teachers and students it specifies the ground covered by each of the preliminary and academic subjects. This syllabus is the best available outline of
what should be accomplished in these subjects.
X25 Manual training syllabus (High school bulletin 9) 6op. M a y
1900. Price 10 cents.
X26 Academic examination papers 1900. 306p. A u g . 1900. Price
25 cents.
See also Question papers.
College bulletins. University of the State of New York — College
dep't. Bulletins. O. Albany 1898-date. Price to advance subscribers 50 cents a year.
K1 Report of college department 1898. 126p. Jan. 1899. Price 15¢.
K2 Business syllabus. 46p. A p . 1899. Replaced by K13.
K 3 Professional examination papers 1898. 197P. Oct. 1899. Price 25¢.
See also Question papers.
K 4 Professional examination papers 1899. I90P. Oct. 1899. Price 25¢.
See also Question papers.
K 5 Professional education in the U . S.—General. 54p. 2pl. 1 map.
Oct. 1899. Price 10 cents.
K6
—Theology.
94P. 2pl. Nov. 1899. Price 10 cents.
K 7 — L a w .
196P. Dec. 1899. Price 20 cents.
K8
— M e d i c i n e . 400p. Jan. 1900. Price 45 cents.
K 9 — D e n t i s t r y . 206p. Feb. 1900. Price 25 cents.
K10
—Pharmacy.
254P. Mar. 1900. Price 30 cents.
K 1 1 — V e t e r i n a r y medicine. 100p. A p . 1900. Price 15 cents.
K12 Report of college department 1899. 138P. May 1900. Price 15¢.
K13 Business syllabus. 62p. Feb. 1900. Price 10 cents.
K14 Professional examination papers 1900. 168p. July 1900. Price 25¢.
See also Question papers.
K15 Certified public accountant syllabus. 134P. Sep. 1900. Price 15¢.
Question papers. University of the State of New York—Examination
dep't. Examination papers; for the academic year 1892 (v. 1) ;
1893 (v. 2 ) ; 1894 (v. 3 ) ; 1895 (v. 4). v. 1-4, D . Albany 1892-95.
Price in boards, 50 cents a volume; in paper, 25 cents.
See also X10, X14, X16, X20, X26, K3, K4 and K14. Each volume previous to second
edition of X16 contains all the regents question papers of that year in anyofthe
academic, professional law, medical, dental, veterinary, library and extension
examinations.

